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Abstract 
With no doubt the Urban & Economic Development should persist in Dubai with same 
current rate to su tain prosperous living conditions for the inhabitants of the Emirate. These 
rate have exceeded the International rates in some aspects specially those related to Urban 
prawl and Power Consumption, Telecommunication Services, etc. 
To insure the continuity of this economic growth, a balance should be established between 
consumption rates and natural component depletion. To achieve this balance, certain criteria 
and regulations should occur focusing on Environmental Balance and Environmental Impact 
ssessment which consider all permutable aspects. So as to avoid multiple negative effects in 
the future or those which could not be even handled. 
Through the study it has been concluded that the Federal Legislation Abiding the 
Environmental Protection is currently inapplicable in Dubai in spite of the existence of clear 
procedures for the evaluation process through it is merely applicable on Industrial Projects 
only and decided by Planning Department, however the other parties were directive only. 
The statistics from meetings and questioners have indicated the weak perception of the 
owners for considering the environmental impact. Also the Contracting Companies and the 
Investors are avoiding the conduction of the Traffic Impact Assessment. Meetings with 
specialized employees of Municipality Departments showed a different degree of awareness 
despite of agreeing about its effective roll in sustainable development. 
The questioners with Consultants showed their willingness to cater for these studies and 
the positive effects that could be reached compared to the present situation especially on the 
long run with the Consultants specialized in the Traffic Impact Studies. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
1-1 Introduction: 
The deve loping odd is  currently faced with a serious development chal lenge resulting 
from rapid urbanization. The pace of urban ization i n  certain countries has accelerated. The 
consequences of urban ization in terms of environmenta l  degradation and deteriorating l iv ing 
standards are in fact already visible.  The situation in  Dubai however is uniquely different 
from this. Whereas urbanization is an organ ic process result;ng, often ' .. l1control lably from 
the massi e i nDu of people from rural areas, Dubai's urbanization is the product of a wel l ­
considered development strategy. L iv ing standards are continual ly i mproving; however, the 
negative impact on the environment is becoming more evident. 
Currently, Dubai has become one of the major business centers not on ly in the Middle 
East but also in the world. It has witnessed very h igh growth rates in the last twenty years: 
population, urbanism and economic growth and diversification aspects, etc . . .  Furthermore the 
welcoming environment; the coast, beaches and in land desert regions have given Dubai 
tourism and recreational opportunities. Tourist records have increased and this sector has 
even greater development potential .  Dubai, the commercial capital of the UAE, has the 
largest tourism market, attractin g  both business travel ers and an i ncreasing number of leisure 
tourists. The annual growth rate in  the number of visitors to Dubai is between 10%- 1 5  % 
(Dubai Economic Department, 200 1 )  ( 1 ). To meet growing demand, new hotel properties are 
under construction and there is continuing refurbishment of accommodation. Dubai's 
reven ues from tourism were projected to increase to the equivalent of 20% of GDP by 2000. 
But as tourism generates revenue, it also may increase the awareness levels of natural 
resources. Thi s  can help decision makers focus on the avai lable natural resources and help  
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safeguard them. 
The chal lenge facing Dubai is how to balance between development requirements and i ts 
ecosystem.  Local authorities, individual s, non-governmental organizations and commun ity 
leaders together are responsible to overcome th i s  d i lemma. 
Dubai is located (figure 1 - 1 ) with in  an arid desert belt and hence it is h ighly sensitive to a 
number of critical en ironmental issues. Efforts to conserve and develop natural resources on 
a sustainable basis  are at the forefront of these i ssues. Dubai has also rapidly develop ing 
touri sm, i nfrastrul:ture and i Justry, which cou ld al l  have an impact on the environment. 
A coordinated approach is being developed by the Federal Environmental Agency (FEA) 
from one level and Dubai Municipal i ty (DM) on another level, but wi l l  need i nvolvement 
from the private sector and implementation of regulations from the municipal ity. Dubai 
Munic ipal ity cons iders environment protection as one of the cornerstones of its development. 
Gathering infonnation to create an environmental database and q ual i fied systematic 
investigations are the main elements to assess the Environmental Statement (ES) of Dubai 
Emi rate. 
According to the World Wide Fund for Nature, the United Arab Emirates and especially 
Dubai is the world's biggest consumer of natural resources, th is  is a very worrying trend for 
Dubai future generations even if  these natural resources are not their own. 
One of the major impacts i s  the disturbance on biological diversity result ing from land 
c learin g  for development. Thus, relocation actions for plants and ani mals are required. 
Efforts are being made to assess the extent of damage caused to the urban environment as a 
result  of development practices; air pol lution from transportation, i ndustry and infrastructure 
extension.  
.., .) 
Figure (1-1) Dubai Location 
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The flora and fauna of coastal areas nearby Dubai Creek and on the Gulf sites were 
negatively affected from development and pollution. The degradation of corals for example 
resulted from earthworks and loses of adequate feeding mechanisms. 
Dubai witnessed enormous increases in urban infrastructure and servIces to meet the 
demands generated by economic development projects. The sheer scale of these new 
infrastructure requirements creates imposing challenges to planning, financing, and 
environment 
Until the middle of this century, the only somce of air onution was dust and sandstorms. 
Transportation was limited to a few cars, buses and planes and no efforts were made to 
identify or measure air pollutants. After World War I I ,  the development of the oil industry, 
coupled with rapid socio-economic development and high rates of industrial and population 
growth, led some countries to become high energy consumers: by ] 990, the United Arab 
Emirates and other Gulf countries were the leading per capita consumers of commercial 
energy in the world (WRl, UNEP and UNDP 1 992) (2). In Dubai, motor vehicles are 
responsible of 86% of air pollution. The number of cars exceeds more than 430,000 (Dubai 
Traffic Department 200 1 )  (3). Dubai has introduced unleaded gasoline for motor vehicles 
removing toxic leaded fuel from the market; however, problems of accidents, noise pollution 
and congestion have reached high levels. 
Dubai is in the face of strong development pressures, and projections for growth ofDubai 
are from about 950,000 now to more than 3 million by 20 1 2, and 6 million in 40 years. The 
problem is to fmd land for all those people. (Tripling the size of urban Dubai, and still leave 
some land in reserve). The city is growing beyond its capacity and development is 
proceeding faster than can be controlled. There is real concern that the municipality 
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comprehensive plan is no longer providing any guidance. An other important issue that 
Dubai has a limited zoning ordinance, while zoning is one of the major activities 
of planners. The importance of zoning is to control the city into areas, including provisions 
for setbacks, densities, heights, etc, a1l of which, over time, produce a distinctive built 
environment. 
What is the extent of concern for the environment? Is there any effort done toward 
rec cling, preservation, etc? Dubai municipality instituted the so-called 'Best Practices' 
..lward giV( - to top 10 cities in the world for their environmental CO'lcerns. A 1 the 
Environmental Department at the Municipality is concerned with solid waste management, 
control of water quality in the creek and air quality. 
A big argument arisen over the planned relocation of the Dubai airport from close to 
downtown to a site about 30 miles from downtown. The maximum noise level recorded 
during an aircraft take-off in the evening was 94 dB (A) (N.Lee.1995) (4). This is more than 
double the permissible level (45dB (A)) specified in local order 6111991. Noise pollution had 
significant impacts to humans and animals. There was also a lot of discussion about 
establishing growth boundaries around urban settlements, controlling land development over 
wide areas of the rural emirate and the provision of transportation services to those areas. 
There is a strong feeling in developing countries that environment protection is only 
pollution control. Developing countries should be concerned with the greater environmental 
issues because environmental problems are not exclusively the problems caused by 
industrialization and riches, but environmental problems are very much caused by 
development. 
Furthermore, there are a vast variety of industries operating ill Dubai, from tobacco 
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products to textiles, with over 1.300 firms engaged in distribution and assembly for export 
operating in the Jebel Ali Free Zone alone. There is a need to influence environmental 
actions for industrial activities in Jebel Ali and identify likely problems and proper mitigation 
measures for pollution control, particularly in industries that emit hazardous wastes. The 
Environmental Impact Assessment (ElA) regulations being conducted in the United Arab 
Emirates and Dubai may encourage proper environmental planning for future industrial 
development. A regional system is also needed to provide infonnation concerning emission 
standards, cleaner production and wast ,llinimization technologies and other relevant issues 
that may influence decisions on environmental management in industry. 
Development of human resources for effective environmental management in industry is 
badly needed. There is a need to link enforcement with evolving environmental jurisdiction 
and competitiveness on both international and local markets under the new global trade 
regime. The institution of effective monitoring systems will support enforcement and reflect 
a commitment to develop environmentally sustainable industry. 
Environmental damage is not just a threat to individual countries and their national 
economies but has wider consequences, wider repercussions, and there are processes at work 
which are endangering the future of the planet itself. Finally, it was not a mutually exclusive 
equation, according to the World Bank (WB), which recommended: " . . .  good policies and 
economic growth, which work to improve peoples' lives, can also work to improve the 
environment. " 
1 -2 Significant  Questions: 
o doubt that recognizing the problem is the way to approach the solution, but we should 
consider and admit the problem. The environmental issues of Dubai city are a matter of 
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debate; officiall the environment had already been considered m any development or 
project, but the reality is different. 
Environmental Impact Assessment (ElA) is a procedure that ensures that the 
environmental implications of decisions are taken into account before the decisions are made. 
Thus, the research would like to answer the following questions; 
• Ha e all developmental projects of Dubai Municipality obtained an environmental 
impact assessment? 
• What level of environmental assessment is strategic. individual Of both? 
• Who is responsible; the urban planning department, environmental department or 
others? 
• What are the parties in charge; public, consultants, decision-making, NGOs, and what 
is the role of each? 
And finally examine the relative costs and benefits associated with implementation of 
Environmental Impact Assessment (time, budget, etc) 
1 -3 Objectives: 
The main objectives of this research are the strengthening of environmental impact 
assessment in plarming and management of Dubai development projects. These are seen as 
essential preconditions for the sustainable economic development of these projects, through: 
• Analysis of National and Dubai Environmental Impact evaluation systems. 
• Examination of the role of Environmental Impact Assessment through different 
project levels. 
• Facilitating information and knowledge exchange. 
• Suggesting an effective role on the expertise and consultant terms, as an essentiaJ 
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instrument of su tainable development. 
1-4 Hypotheses: 
One of most popular words in l ast decade was sustainable development after the broad 
agreement on i ts concept by the Un ited ations. However, the impl ication did not happen 
easi l in  real ity facing objections that sustainable development is only for the environment 
and adverse for economy. The concept of sustainable development i s  rather d ifferent from 
conventional th inking, which says that economic development and environmental 
consideration are conflicted. 
In Dubai,  current urban developmental systems have created degradation in the natural 
environment, inefficient resource a l location in general, and inefficiencies in pub l ic 
participation considering environmental issues. To ach ieve sustainable development for 
Dubai requ ires an effective implantation of Environmental Impact Assessment within the 
planning process. Yet, publ ic awareness and participation i s  the on ly  possible route to ensure 
sustainab i l ity. 
1-5 Why Du bai? 
'A C ity of Merchants' is an apt name for D ubai, for even as a tiny fish ing v i l lage the 
population of the p lace was sustained by trading activities and today, it is a very prosperous 
place with a bust l i ng commercial l i fe. It is a p lace for o i l  dri l l ing, trade activities, shopping 
arcades, tourism, industrial areas and busy ports. I n  spite of its rapid development, Dubai has 
a defmite advantage over other commercial l y  developed countries as it has a very low 
popul ation l evel and an almost negl igible crime rate. The economic wel fare induced a big 
change i n  the urban styJes and the increase of the urban area of Dubai City by approximately 
20 t imes duri ng the last fi fty years. Consequent ly, many chaJ Jenges have arisen in  the fields 
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of urban planning and development and environmental protection such as: 
• The recognition of the interrelated importance of human health, natural capital and 
economic well being (cities and surroundings). 
• The big e 'pansion of the urban area limits and the increase of the pressure on public 
infrastructures in the field of collective facilities i.e.: Transportation energy, water, 
sewerage and telecommunications. The adverse impact of economic development on the 
natural environmental resources. 
This rapid urbanization needs to be modified wi' I advance assessment by adopting 
environmental impact assessments as part of an incremental system to integrate 
environmental considerations into the planning and approval process of development 
activities and use the E IA as a major policy instrument within the environmental regulatory 
system (Dubai Municipality, 2001) (5). 
There are times in life when one may feel that it is not easy to accept surrounding 
changing facts. From my own view and experience it has been ten years since I settled in 
Kbawaneej. one of the rural areas of Dubai. At that time the City was twenty kilometers fare 
away from my home. The surrounding area was consisting of sand dunes with a variety of 
endemic. The ground cover was rich in natural local plants and bushes and many animals 
such as rabbits and a wide variety of birds were living in their natural habitat. 
A few years ago, the land topography surrounding us, started to change. One day I saw 
my area invaded by a huge number of heavy trucks and earthwork leveling equipment. 
Figure (1-2). That day I understood how fragile nature was and how fast men can destroy it. 
Indeed. the leveling and construction activities had started and within Jess than two months, 
the excavation and earth works done by the heavy vehicles had transformed the area of sand 
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Figure (1-2- a): Shows ground cover before leveling works at Khawaneej area, Dubai 

dune topography into almost one smooth level. 
The team that had done the work would have been rewarded and given a bonus for the 
rapidity of work it did. 
ince that time nothing has remained of the natural habitat that was there before for a far 
distance all around nothing but the whistling and creeping of the blowing winds. The impact 
on the species community was severe, as all the ground cover had been removed. Almost all 
the animals \ ere dispersed when their homes and food sources were destroyed. This 
reduction in local diversity also had further effects on the local food chain. 
This experience brought me to consider what could be done to stop such ecological 
disasters in Dubai City and the rural areas in the future. 
o er the past three years, little by little and day after day, the City has expanded its urban 
area The growing urban population, in the absence of adequate environmental measures, has 
increased demands on the environment and adversity has affected the quality of the urban 
environment. 
Changes have been made in the economic base of Dubai Emirate from an oil-based to a 
more diversified economy where trade and tourism are equally leading contributors to the 
economy. 
The challenge is how to achieve the balance between development and environmental 
protection or how to achieve rapid and sustainable development. On one hand are 
development and growth needs, whereas the need for environmental protection is on the 
other. 
During the last three decades the globaJ environment has been affected by rapid 
urbanization and many thresholds have been surpassed (See figure 1-3). 
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Figure (1-3) Dubai Marina Area between 1997 and 2003 
fier having undergone many studies on this issue. the environmental impact assessment 
(EIA) was fonnall established in the USA in 1969. The environmental impact statement 
(EI ) required by the National Environment Pol icy Act, (NEPA, Finsterbush, 1985) (6), seeks 
to assess the impact of a planned activity on the environment in advance to allow mitigation 
measures to be taken. 
Thi study is about the role of environmental impact assessment in guiding the physical 
planning process towards sustainable urban development in Dubai City. It also investigates 
whether Environmental Impact Assessment techniques bein� utilized to evaluate significant 
development projects. If they are, at which level and detail are they provided within the 
planning process? 
1 -6 Methodology: 
Establish research methodology that will address thesis topics including: 
• Describe and initiate collection of preliminary data, 
• Develop a valid experimental or questionnaire research design to address objectives 
and hypotheses 
• Fonnulate the appropriate framework (statistical, qualitative, or both) to analyze 
hypotheses 
• Develop clear methods for enhancement of Dubai Environmental Impact Assessment. 
Methodologically, the research will cover the full range from questionnaire field studies to 
quantitative research methods including the secondary analysis of data sets. 
There is a strong feeling in developing countries that environment protection is only 
po]]ution. Developing countries should be concerned with the environmental issues because 
environmental problems are not exclusively the problems caused by industrialization and 
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wealth, but the environmental problems are very much caused by development. 
The way to investigate the role of Environmental Impact Assessment in the physical 
planning process within Dubai Municipality will be through two approaches. The first one 
will follow the urban planning process while clarifying the federal and local order on 
environmental protection. 
The second path will be through fieldwork consisting of interviews and auditions of 
invol ed parties such as Dubai Municipality employees, consultants, owners and investors. 
The thesis will include three sections: 
The first section will be the literature review, which consists of two chapters. Chapter one 
will explain the background, objective, hypothesis and constraints of the thesis. 
Chapter two will briefly explain the Environmental Impact Assessment levels and 
process. 
The second section will be the empirical work, which includes two chapters: 
Chapter three will show the existing related regulations in U AE and Dubai Emirate and 
will clarify Environmental Impact Assessment steps within the Planning and the Building. 
Chapter four will show the urban development future within Dubai City and will analyze 
the interviews and questionnaires of the selected groups in order to verify if there is an 
implementation gap. 
Chapter five will include the summary, recommendations and future research. 
1-7 Constraints and limitations of the thesis 
The limitations of this research come under two categories: 
1-7.1 Political Limitations: 
• A few projects have included the environmental Impact Assessment process but these 
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have largely been without any implementation. 
• The huge number of new projects, which started or were announced while preparing 
the thesis. 
• The new attitude of free zone areas, which is to overrule any regulations or practices, 
established at the municipal level that they do not want to enforce. 
• The subjective nature of ElA, which might lead one respondent to see something as a 
negative factor and another to view the same thing as a positive. 
• Certain elements of the Dubai political structure makes absolute enforcement of EIA 
recommendations difficult to carry out. 
• Community participation in planning issues is virtually non-existent in Dubai. 
1-7.2 Personal and practical limitations: 
• The journey from Dubai City to Al Ain after eight hours of continuous work. 
• Most of the project owners and developers were not cooperative during the interviews 
resulting in wasted time and the many apologies. 
17 
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Chapter Two: Environmental Impact Assessment Concept 
2-1 Introduction: 
The objective of th is  chapter i s  to review different issues and princip les of Environmental 
I mpact Assessment. These i ssues i nc lude defin it ions, stages, steps, levels, participants and 
admi n istration . The aim is to find a framework for understanding the art of how 
Envi ronmental Impact Assessment cou ld be efficiently implemented for urban 
developmental projects internationally i n  order to understand EIA with in  Dubai 
Munic ipal ity. 
According to the United Nations' Agenda 2 1 ,  it i s  feasib le to say that the concept of the 
Agenda's vision would e l im inate al l sovereignty, as we know it  today. The phrase 
"sustai nable development" has emerged as a reference for i mplementing their purpose. 
According to Webster's d ictionary, sustainable development could mean, "to be kept or 
provided for in a large group of dwel l i ngs constructed as a un ified commun ity (Wi l son, 
Grace, August, 1 997) (7). 
EIA for programs, plan s  and pol ic ies are known as Strategic Environment Assessment 
(SEA) .  So SEA expands from projects to pol ic ies, plans and programs and i nforms the 
h i gh er, earl i er more strategic keys of decision making (Therivel et. aI, 1 992)(8) 
How can the idea of sustainable development be ach ieved through current and futuristic 
actions at local ,  regional, nat ional and i nternational levels? To answer that it is necessary, 
first, to clarify the meaning of susta inable development. 
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" ustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs (Kocabas, Arzu. 
March. 1994) (9). 
In other words, the phrase "sustainable development describes the interrelated nature of 
economic growth and resource use, and in the case of Dubai this must include environmental 
protection which will allow for the long-term, sensible use of the nature resource (Dixon. 
John A, 1988) (10). Second, there is a need to define factors affecting the Environmental 
Impact Assessment processes. Althougb definitions, stag�s steps and participants are 
considered to be different issues, they do, in fact, contain both competing and common 
interests, which must be integrated into the urban development-planning framework. 
By identifYing the main issues of Environmental Impact Assessment within the urban 
development-planning framework, we can provide a consistent basis for establishing the 
links between the issues. 
2-2 Development versus Environment: 
Since Environmental degradation is to be seen in relation to development. it is useful to 
clarify what is implied by the concept of development. Development has two interrelated but 
analytically separable components. On the one hand, development is concemed with 
increased production of material goods and services. This is the notion of development as 
"economic growth", where the focus is largely on quantitative problems of production and 
use of resources. On the other hand, development is concerned with change in the 
distribution of material goods and in the nature of social relations. This is the notion of 
"social development", where the focus is on qualitative and distributional change in the 
structure of societies. This is achieved through the elimination of discrimination and 
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structurally detennined e ploitation, the creation and assurance of equal opportunities and 
the more equitable distribution of the benefits of economic growth among people (United 
ations. Department of Economic and Social Affairs New York, 1 975) (J 1). Both faces of 
development �ill affect the built and natural environment of any city or locality. The aim of 
this research is to recognize the importance of social development as well as economic 
development in defining a meaning environmental protection policy for urban development. 
In this regard, two key problems face planners and decision makers (Serageldin, Ismail, 
Istanbul, Cambnage, Massachusetts, 1 980) (12). 
First the conflict between the need for change economically and politically and the 
environmental impact of development programs; second, the general fear that tackling these 
issues will involve enonnous expenses which cannot be met. One of the key issues of 
development in the Dubai case study is it being the fastest growing city in the entire world. 
But to what extend the limited geographical boundaries and extraordinary natural 
environment could meet the high ratio of development. 
Turner. in charting aspects of change in the world environment today, stated that there are 
two alternative futures (Turner, John, London, 1 982) (13): 
a- Firstly, if current rates of consumption and pollution continue, the biosphere is 
likely to become incapable of supporting higher fonns of life long before mineral 
resources are exhausted. The more people who join the feast of modem 
consumption, the sooner this will happen. 
b- The second alternative is that, as there is no room (at the feast) for the rich, they 
must adopt lower standards in order to support the majority. "We have no right 
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what so ever to tell others to tighten their belts while our own believes protrude so 
much that we cannot see the poverty we stand on" .  
Historically, we have tended to over estimate change i n  the short term, and when it doesn't 
materialize quickly, we are dragged into a sense of complacency or frustrat ion . This leads to 
foreseeable 'crises' to which we respond by tak ing what we proudly calJ 'action'. Typically, 
we react rather than ant icipate. We struggle with many present-day problems because we 
i gnored them when they were future opportunit ies. Change in the long run is  almost always 
understated. It s imply outstrips our imagination. In the shock wave of great technological and 
social changes that we are now in, we are confounded by the vast, seemingly endless 
predictability of the 'unpredictable'. But the ' immed iate' technological changes we may be 
anticipati ng, or dreading, are more part of our children 's future. They simply won't happen as 
fast as we seem to th ink  (Ewald, William R, Chicago, 1 970) (14). 
Society has not begun to understand what the human environment should consist of. We 
have l imited social and economic action programs for 'instant' solutions, but we have no 
comprehens ive sociaJ-economic-physicaJ conception of the total future h uman environment, 
or of how to build it beginn ing now and phasing through the period of the next 
twenty/th irty/forty years. Human needs and the numbers i nvolved are great, and there are 
l im ited resources. 
There i s, therefore, a need for efficiency. Th i s  has brought forth cost-benefit ratios and 
program plann ing  and budget systems. Cost-benefit ratios measure economic efficiency; as 
such they are constraints on the means, not the objectives. Des ignerslPlanners of the future 
environment should assimjJate and transcend these management tools so that they may 
proceed to human-benefit ratios. 
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2-3 Wby Environmental Impact Assessment? 
"Environmental Impact Assessment" is the contemporary multidisciplinary activity that 
seeks to identify and predict the impact of changes on the environment and on man's health 
and well being. The term environmental assessment describes a technique and a process by 
which information about the environmental effects of a project is collected, both by the 
developer and other sources, and is taken into account by the planning authority in fonning 
their judgments on whether the development should go ahead. In essence ElA is a systematic 
process, which examines the en virorun en tal consequences of development actions, in 
advance (Glasson John, & others, VCL Press, 1 994) (IS). 
Environmental Impact Assessment met with strong resistance from many parties. Many 
developers envisioned it as yet another costly and time-consuming constraint on 
development Of course, planners have traditionally assessed tbe impacts of developments on 
the environment but invariably not in the systematic, holistic and multidisciplinary way 
required by EIA. 
Environmental resources including natural, cultural and physical environments cannot be 
replaced. Once destroyed, they are lost forever. The distinction between reversible and 
irreversible impact is a very important one and the identification of irreversible impact not 
susceptible to mitigation, can be a significant issue in an EIA. There is also the distinction 
between actual and perceived impacts. Individual "subjective" perceptions of impacts may be 
significant in influencing the responses and decisions of individuals toward a proposed 
development. They constitute an important source of information to be considered alongside 
more objective predictions. Finally, all impacts should be assessed relative to the "do­
nothing" approach (Glasson J, & others VCL Press, 1 999) (IS). 
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The whole EIA exercise is about prediction. It is needed at the earliest stages of the 
project. including alternatives. There is a dimension of prediction (what to predict). and the 
limitations implicit in such exercises ( living with uncertainty). Evaluation follows from 
prediction and involves an assessment of the relative signjficance of the impact. Methods 
range from the intuitive to the analytical, from qualitative to quantitative, from formal to 
informal. Cost-benefit analysis, monetary valuation techniques, and multi-criteria/multi­
attribute methods. with their scoring and weighting system, provide a number of ways into 
the evaluation issue. 
Three main issues and areas wil l  form the basis of discussions include ; 
1 .  The integration of EIA into development planning and decision-making processes · 
11 . The use of EIA as a pollution control mechanism, and its implications for screening 
and scoping processes; 
1 l l .  Improving E IA quality, and the relative effectiveness of rigorous review systems and 
the licensing of consultants. 
2-4 Environmental impact assessment  p rocess Steps. 
EIA process is a cyclical integrative rather than linear one. This means that the outcome 
of each step determines the path of the fol lowing stages. Moreover, technical analysis, public 
consultation and process management (coordination of roles and responsibilities) are 
integrated at each stage. Figure (2- 1 )  summarizes these stages, which can be: 
2-4-1 Screeni ng. 
Screening is the filtering process. Those projects with little or no impact are screened out 
and proceed to the normal planning process, while the projects with significant adverse 
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The E nvironmenta l I mpact Assessment Process . 
--.. Consid eration of .... I altern atives � I ... ... Action design ... .. .... r .... r 
... 
Determin ation wether a n  
... .. E IA is n ecessary .. .... r .... .. 
(scre ening) 
.. 
... .. Deciding on th e ... .. .... r coverag e  of the E IA ..... ... 
(scoping) 
• 
Preparation of the EIA report 
Consultation 
and ... --Iloo Description of action � .. Mitigation .... r .... .. 
I pa rticipation a nd envi ronment 
• 
Impa ct prediction 
• 
Im pact significa n ce 
.-
I� • reviewing the _ .. I EIA report .... 
t 
.-- . .. Decision making .. r .... r 
t 
--.. Monitoring action ... 
impacts 
..... 
Source: N EPA F i  9 ure (2-1 ) 
environmental impacts, which are not fully known, are screened in and proceed to the next 
step of ElA process after deciding the class and type of the projects. 
2-4-2 Scoping 
The aim of an en i ronm ental assessment scoping exercise is to identify a preliminary 
range of issues that should be investigated so that the potential environmental impacts arising 
from any acti ity can be assessed. This range of issues may be amended during the 
assessment process. 
coping is the identification of those matters and issues that need to be covered from all 
project's possible impacts that could be addressed (Glasson J ,  & others UCL Press, 1 999) ( 15) 
and from all possible alternatives to enable preparing the best terms of reference for E IA. 
2-4-3 Considerin g  alternatives 
This step helps the decision-makers to have a clear vision of the other approaches a 
project may take to compare between the alternatives and to prevent environmental damage. 
In some cases, considering alternative steps can be in early stages before scoping or 
screening as it sometimes depends on the type of alternative being considered. These can be: 
A- 0 action (no project), B - Alternative location, C-Different scales, D-Different land use 
and site layout, E-Different construction alternatives (equipment, material, time . . .  etc) 
Discussion with local residents, statutory consultees and special interest groups may 
eliminate some alternatives or add new ones. 
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2-4-4 De cription of the project. 
A clear project description is crucial to understanding the project from all aspects. 
Providing a list of information to do this may include: 
a) Description of the location, layout, land use, size. The structure of the company, the 
acti ity, the capital and the target of the project. 
b )  Description of the physical characteristics of the site (material observation, grading. 
input, output, work quantity and types, transportation, potential hazard, waste treatment, 
noise ... etc). 
c) Description of the socio-economic characteristics of the project Oabor requirement, 
duration, sources housing, transport, health, commercial serVlces, expenditure to the 
community social activity required. )  
2-4-5 Establ ish ing the environ mental basel ine. 
The environmental baseline is an overview which includes both the present and future 
state of the environment assuming that the project is not undertaken, taking into account 
cbange resulting from natural events and from other human activities along the life of the 
proposed project. (Several decades) 
Basel ine data includes: 
1. Population and social- economic description 
2 .  ArchitecturaL historical, heritage, archaeological sites and features. 
3 .  Landscape topography and characteristics of the surrounding area. land use, erosion .  
landslide . .. etc . 
4.  Infrastructure including transportation, traffic flows, utilities. 
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5 .  pec ies and their habitats including their population, value, diversity within the normal 
phenomena of flora and fauna 
6. Water avai lab i l ity and q uality including surface water drainage, aquifer, and shorel ine . . .  
7 .  Air qual ity including a ir  emissions c l imatic factors . . .  
8. oil type and q ual ity 
9.  Noise level to be establ ished from the surround ing  area. 
2-4-6 Iden tification of the i m pact. 
In this �1age we brin g  together project characteristics and basel i ne environmental 
characteristics with the aim of ensuri ng  that al l  potential ly s ignificant environmental impacts 
are identified and taken i nto account to provide a comprehensive coverage of a ful l  range of 
impact; physical, social and econom ic (Glasson J, & others, UeL Press, 1 999) (15). 
And these a ims a re :  
1 .  To be i n  compl iance with the regu lations. 
2. To be unbiased and give consistent results. 
3. Incorporate q ual itative and quantitative inform ation. 
4. Allow comparison of alternative project proposals. 
5 .  Must be easy and economical to  use. 
6. Dist ingu ish between d ifferent impacts: 
S ignificant/Insign i ficant, PositivelNegative, Large/Smal l,  Long-termlShort-term, 
Reversiblellrreversible, DirectlInd irect, Secondary/cumulative, Permanent! 
Temporary, Synergistic 
7. To be summarized and used in the environmental impact statement (ElS) .  
8.  To consider i mpact with in  the constraints of an area' s  growth capacity. 
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2-4-7 Pred iction of the i m pact. 
The objective is to identify the magn itude and other d imension of ident ified change in  the 
en ironment with a project, in comparison with the situation without that project. 
The main d imensions are: 
• Magn itude (s ize) - S igni ficance 
• Objective - Subjecti e 
• Direct - Indirect 
The main criteria of the method are: 
• Partial-Hol istic 
• Analysis. extrapolative- Nonnative (outcome) 
The main method is explained in the next paragraph .  
2-4-8 Eva l uation of the i m pact. 
Evaluation methods can be of various types formal or informal, quantitative or qual itative. 
The most formal is the comparison of l ikely impact against legal requirements and standards 
and can be used as an appl ication for j udgment. 
a. Mathematical models. 
"Which describe the cause-effect relationsh ip, input-output relationsh ip and we can 
use one or al l  of these methods: Check l i sts, Matrices, Quantitative 
b. Physical I mage. 
Method which i s  actual ly an architectural model j ] ]ustrating how some elements of 
the project could  be through computer networks and graphics. 
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c. Overlay maps. 
These have become very important in the last ten years because of technology of 
satel l ites and remote sensing systems using d ifferent ranges of wavelength 
determin ing smal l changes of any factor in  d ifferent years and also by applying 
Geographical Information Systems (G IS)  programs. 
d. Analogous m odels. 
These compare the i mpact of a proposed project to a s imi lar existing project. 
e. Expert opi n ion (Del p h i  meth od).  
This  method is  very qu ick and helpful especial ly in  the early stages and for fast 
track projects. 
There are some other methods such as : field and laboratory, mass balance, etc. 
2-4-9 M itigation . 
Tills is  one of the steps that can return us to the earl iest stage depending on the 
sign ificance of the effect and type of measures, wh ich can include: 
1 .  Avoid impacts (change route change site, recycle . . .  etc . )  
2 .  Reduce adverse effects (use local materials, use landscape . . .  etc) 
3. Remedy, which includes repair, rehabi l itation of surrounding construction sites, 
riverside . . .  etc. 
4. Compensate in areas wh ich cannot be avoided or reduce, or remedy compensation 
can be done (loss of publ ic recreational, loss of privacy . . .  etc). 
AI] m i tigation considerations m ust demonstrate: 
• Compl iance with the appl icable regulations and show conformity with accepted 
standards and principles of good practice 
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• ustainabi l ity - the proce s wi l l  promote environmental ly-sound development, i .e., 
with in  the assimi lative and regenerative capacity of natural systems 
• Integration 
• Feas ib i l ity-the process witch produces economical ly and physical ly feasible sol utions 
(Egyptian Environmental Affrurs Agency 200 1 )  ( 16). 
2-4- 1 0  Mon itori ng and audit ing. 
Mon itoring involves the measuring and recording of pbysical, social and economic 
variables associated with development impacts over a long period. Environmental I mpact 
tatements (ElS) should include a monitoring program that has clear objectives, temporal 
and spatial controls and adequate duration. 
Mon itoring  serves two prime purposes first is to ensure that tbe actions are 
implemented as described in  the terms and cond i60ns of the assessment, and second that 
impacts are with i n  the ranges predicted (George, C, 1 999) ( 1 7). 
I n  order for E IA to be effective there must be management to address unforeseen 
events or unan6cipated i mpacts. I n  addition, external audits/evaluations are needed to 
document results, learn from experience, and improve EIA and project plann ing. This  should 
come from i ndependent visi ts or audits carried out by qual ified environmental authorities. 
2-5 Environmental Impact Assessment  Statement. 
The developer or the investor prepare and submit the environmental impact assessment 
report with the submission of h i s  project to get the approval or the permission from the in  
charge authorities. The report or the documentation must be derived from the various steps in 
the environmental i mpact assessment process ( figure 2- 1 )  showing  unavoidable adverse 
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impacts. Th i would provide val uable information that could contribute to substantial 
modificat ions of a proposed development action where these adverse impacts can then be 
successfu l ly  reduced through m itigat ion measures. 
The en i ron men tal impact assessment statement can be very big and compl icated, which 
may be helpful yet con fusing for the decision-maker. For that reason a non-techn ical 
summary is an important element in the documentation to clari fy some information and 
improve comm un ication. 
2-6 ElA a nd sustainability criteria: 
A potential set of yes/no sustainab i l ity criteria for use ill ElA, derived from the Rio 
Declaration ' s  sustainab i l ity principles, is presented below. Some of these criteria p lace 
additional demands on the ElA process, but many do l i tt le  more than test for establ i shed 
good practice. Man y  of them raise questions about what k inds of assessment and mitigation 
are appropriate for individual developments. Unti l reviewers start asking such quest ions, 
there is l ittle reason for assessors to seek j ustifiable answers to them (George, C, 1 999) ( 1 7). 
The q u estions raised were as fol lows:  
] .  Have al J groups or individuals affected by the project been identified, and have the 
impacts on them been assessed, where appropriate? 
2. Wi l l  the ElA report be pub l i shed and made read i ly  avail able to al l  members of the 
publ ic? 
3 .  Wil l  al l members of the publ ic have the opportunity to  comment on the  proposals. 
and wi l l  their views be taken into account before a decision is made? 
4. Have any potential ly  crit ical ecosystem factors that may be affected been identified? 
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5. Ha the risk of erious or i rreversible damage arising from any such impact been 
atisfactori ly as essed using risk assessment techniques i f  appropriate? 
6. If the risk of serious or i rreversible damage i s  s igni ficant, or jf the project adds to a 
cumulative risk that is al ready s ign i ficant, wi l l  the impact be fu l Jy  mitigated, in kind, 
such that there wi l l  be zero adverse residual impact? 
7. Has the natural capital that the project wi l l  convert into other forms of capital been 
i dent ified? 
8. Has an appropriate socio-economic appraisal been carried 01.l. ? 
9. Does the assessment q uanti fy any natural habitat that wi l l  be lost, which i s  important 
for species conservation? 
1 0 . Is  an eq uivalent area set aside for replacement/regeneration? 
1 ] . Has a satisfactory j usti ficat ion been made for the habitat area lost through the project, 
as a proportion of the total area of th i s  type of habitat, in  such a way that the overal l 
rate of loss wi l l  not exceed the equ i J i bri wn regeneration rate? 
1 2 . I f  the project produces greenhouse gas emissions, is it shown to make an appropriate 
contribution to reducing emiss ions in  accordance with the Kyoto agreement? 
2-7 Summa ry of the Chapter: 
The q uest ion i s  often : i s  it more i mportant to enhance the environment or to develop it? 
Perhaps the more important q uestion i s  to defme the interpretation of "environment" is it a 
physical or a soc ial phenomenon? The answer has produced con fl icts. Economic 
development, urban development and tourism, what are the costs and what are the benefits 
for every intervention? What are the pol ic ies? The benefits generated from tourism, for 
example, are mainly concerned with the economic growth of the area and the provision of job 
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opportun ities, wh i le  ex1ensive e posure to tourism leads to the disturbance of the 
en ironment, resident ' s  values and their nonnal l iving patterns. It can mean h igher prices and 
carcity of good and services more traffic problems and restrictions for them (wh ich are 
some but few of the costs). 
Pol ic ies, wh ich fai l  to take into account economic factors, are un l ikely to be implemented, 
but also there is a necessity for an optimal balance between economic and developmental 
d imensions. The concept of 'Environmental Impact Assessment' and its integration within  
the notion of ' sustalhable development' ,  impl ies extensive and complex meaning). The 
objective of i ntegration brings together d iscip l ines, development and conservation, which 
have traditional ly been quite separate, with the intention of turning them i nto practical 
real ity. This  impl ies new interd isc ip l inary strategies to al low the interdependent nature of the 
i nherited urban area and local community to be better explored. Environmental Impact 
Assessment strategies and pol icies, which operate with i n  the urban planning framework, are 
one of the best ways of achieving the integrat ion (Kocabas, Arzu, March, 1 994) (9). 
Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the abi l ity of future generations to meet their own needs. Environmental 
impact assessment seeks to identify and predict the impact of changes on the environment. 
Environmental resources i ncluding h i storical and natural environments cannot be replaced : 
once destroyed, they are lost forever. Therefore, for sustainab i l ity, a l l  action of 
developmental should be assessed relative to the "do-noth ing" approach. 
I f  we are to th i nk of bui ld ing a future environment in  comprehensive human terms, we 
need a way for d ifferent sciences, professions, and interested legislators to organize their 
th inking  and communicate with each other. 
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It i nece ary al 0 to identify the main forms of constraint governing integration that wi l l  
a l Jo\\- a sustainable outcome. For the purpose of this thesis we wi l l  be focusing o n  a local 
level rather than on studying the impacts of use and development of land on the qual ity of the 
urban en ironment at national or regional scale (Dixon John A, 1 988) (10). 
F inal ly we can summarize the main purposes of EIA in  the fol lowing  points: 
• First, the immediate aim is to faci l itate sound, integrated decision making ill which 
en i ronmenta] considerations are expl icitly inc luded .  The EIA process does so by 
pro id ing clear, wel J  organ ized information un the environmental effects, risks, and 
consequences of development options and proposals. 
• econdJy, the EA process is usual l y  (but not universal ly) d irected toward ach ieving or 
supporting u lt imate goals of environmental protection and sustainable development. 
(Sad ler, June 1 996) ( 1 8) 
• Thirdly, it provides general benefit and a formal framework for pub l ic  participation in  
environmental protection. 
It is very important to start E IA in  the early stage of the project to improve the q uality of 
project planning and decis ion-making. For ElA to be successfully i ntegrated in  the project 
p lanning process consultation and publ ic participation needs to be a part of it. 
To have an effective resu lt, supportive forces both inside and outside government must 
work together to ensure the effective i mplementation. 
Bearin g  in  m ind the UNWS Agenda 2 1 ,  Principle 1 7  cal l s  for a l l  countries to implement 
EIA as a support to long-term development and plann ing goals, how is EtA being appl ied in 
Dubai Emirate? The fol lowing chapter wi l l  lay out the exist ing environmental protection 
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regu lations both at the local and federal levels. It wi l l  investigate the current status of EIS 
and how or if i t  is  implemented. 
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Chapter Three 
Environmental Impact Assessment in 
United Arab Emirates and 
Dubai regulations 
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Chapter Three: Envi ronmental Impact Assessment in U nited 
Arab Emirates an d Dubai regulation s  
3- 1 Introduction: Environmental Law 
o er the past few years, various municipal ities in  the UAE have developed a relatively 
l arge body of en i ronmental reguJations based on local orders, many of which contain strong 
enforcement provisions. Among the Emirates, Dubai has the most developed system of 
en ironmental regulations, requ iring  permi ts from the 10�al mun icipal ity for activities 
relating to water usage (sewage/drainage, l iqu id waste) and to air pol l ution. The 
environmental standards imposed are closely mon itored by the local municipal ity, which has 
the power to c lean up at the pol luter's expense, to enforce d iscontinuance of drainage or to 
cancel exi sting permits.  Furthermore, the operator of a fac i l i ty is required to perform monthly 
tests and to send the results to the mun icipal ity. 
On a federal l evel, the UAE created in 1 993 the Federal Environmental Authority (FEA). 
In 1 999 according  to the Federal Environmental Agency recommendation, H .H. the President 
of Uni ted Arab Emirates i ssued environmental protection legislation for a comprehensive 
federal law (U.A.E-federal law No 24 of 1 999) ( 19) that was supposed to bring  new 
cohesiveness to the fragmented system of environmental protection. 
In add ition to provisions regarding  the general protection of the environment, the law 
contains specific chapters on water, soi l  and air pol lution, noise pol l ution, the protection and 
preservation of wi ld l i fe, protected areas, environmental d isasters and the handl ing of 
hazardous materials and waste. It also cal ls  for e l iminating pol l ution from sources outside the 
UAE and for fu l l  compl iance with UAE treaty obl igations. Compan ies were required to 
comply with its provisions within two years from the date of publ ication . 
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I n  200 1 ,  Min istry Counci l  i sued the executi e regu lations of the law, which considered 
En i ronmental Impact As essment procedures for current and future projects. Th is bas 
become the in itial emergence of the E IA process on the national level .  Entities formed after 
the enactment had to comply with i ts provisions in order to obtain a l icense; the l icensing 
uthorities required environmental impact studies from appl icants. Furthennore, 
environmental protection wi l l  general l have to be considered in al l  government deci sions. 
Dubai Emirate has issued a local order in the year 1 99 1  (Dubai Em irate local order No 6 ]  
for the year 1"49 1 )  (20), stating the Envi ronment Protect ion Regulation fol lowed by oil 
admin istrati ve order (Dubai Emirate admin istrative order No 2 1 1 of 1 99 1 )  (2 1 )  i n  the same 
ear as an executive regulat ion for it. The major concern of those orders was industrial 
production and emission standards. In both orders; local and admin istrative, neither strategic 
pol icy of environmental protection nor environmental assessment were considered. 
Furthennore, the main purpose for order No (6 ] )  of 1 99 1  regulation is to ensure 
environmental h igh q ual ity and better health standards. 
In 2003, the i nspectors of the Environment Protection and Safety Section (EPSS) at the 
Environment Department of Dubai Munic ipal ity carried out some 4 1 6  inspections in 
d ifferent industrial establ i shments of Dubai in a bid to protect the emirate's environment from 
industrial pol l ution. 
3-2 Environmental Impact Assessment at the Federal level in U.A.E 
Dubai i s  to some extent un ique in  its requirement for balance between the rapid growth in  
population and industry in  the Emirate, wh ich has strained the del icate terrestrial and marine 
eco-systems of Dubai concerned. and the need for balance of environmental concerns with 
economic growth and development. Dubai has the particular advantage that the money 
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brought b) oi l  and bu ine ha gi en fund to deal with en ironmental i ssues a they arise. 
n the other hand however, the Dubai go ernment also has to deal with the inbui lt tendenc 
of bu ine e to attempt to maximize profits and min imize costs at the expense of 
en ironmentaJ con em . Th i , a  In al l parts of the world, is the main problem, which 
c unteract the efforts of both governmental and international bodies to implement 
environmental law effecti ely. 
In December 9 200 1 ,  the M in istry board issued a M in istry Order (M in istry Order No 3 7  
for the year 200 1 )  (22) to explain the executl \e federal law n o  (24), wh ich consist in  its third 
hapter in the requirement and procedure of Environmental Impact Assessment for the 
construction project. 
The chapter 3 includes 1 3  articles and three appendixes from the sequence of the articles 
\ e can draw a propo ed diagram for the process path, wh ich is not available with in  the 
chapter or chapter appendix .  
F igure 0 (3- 1 )  shows the assumed E IA steps accord ing to min istry order articles. 
The articles, which clarify very wel l  the admin istrational produce a bout, submission and 
registration the documents does not show the technical and procedural steps required to carry 
out a successfu l  E IA .  
A lthough the defin itions are fair-enough to explain the purpose of  the chapter:" The EIA 
goals. "  
The fluency of the article d id not expose the min imum level of international guidel ine of 
the E IA process, wh ich was explained in chapter two. 
I n  al l articles the responsib i l i ty of applying and mon itoring the ElA process is combined 
between the federal and l ocal authorit ies. 
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E nvironmental Impact Assessment Executive Regulations Path 
accordi ng to Executive Order No. 3? for the year 200 1 
Filling the Environmental Declaration Form 
appendix (3) (Environmental Statment) 
X 
Concerned Department 
AuthoritylMunicipality 
• 
Registration ,Appointment 
Compliance with table No.1 
Type of Project 
.. 
Checking th� Documents and 
Requirements as �tated in table No .2 
_t 
Study the Environmental I 
Permit Request J 
�Ir + 
Significant Impact 
Not Approved Potential Impact 
Need EIA 
� � + 
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Figure (3-1 ) 
rticl 3 required pro iding other document without specifying what type of document in 
the ex uti e order lea ing that Ii r the 10 aJ authorities. 
In article (6) :  The word "article (5-D)" must be added after the entence "prepare and 
ubm it en iron mental impact as es ment "becau e it is the only recommendation in article 
(5) that require an en ironmental impact as essment to get the environmental permit. 
ppendi  (3) which hou ld come as appendi ( 1 )  according to the erial of the articles, al l 
the information requ ired in  this appendi are physical and chemical outcomes, wh i le  no 
information is r quired abuut biological and ocio-cu ltural outcomes or changes. 
I n  the l i t/appendix ( l ) of projects requiring an EIA study before construction, there is a 
hortage of to uri m projects or tourism activities, \ h ich are actual ly  increasing in  the region 
and are ery effecti e. 
In  general it is better that the federal agenc a J lows the local Authorities, where 
mentioned in the three appendices, the right of adding and modifying whi le  keeping a 
minimum of requirements as a standard. 
I n  next part of this chapter (3-3) we wi l l  try to find the l in k  and gape between the federal 
and local concerned authorities with in Dubai Municipal ity. 
3-3 Envi ronmental Impact Assessment at Du bai Emirates local level 
(Dubai Mu nicipality). 
Dubai M unicipal ity Organization structure consists of over twenty-three Departments 
only four Departments have clear relation with en ironmental protection . 
The e four Departments are: 
1 .  P lann ing and urvey Department (PD). 
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Bui lding and IIou ing Department ( B D).  
.., - n  ironmental D partment D) . 
4. Public Health Department (PHD).  
P lann ing and urv Department is the authorit , wh ich i s  control l ing the urban 
de el pm nt proce with in Dubai City, 0 al l construction development must have i n itial 
approach and approval from plann ing department. 
I f  we tudy the main process in the P lann ing and � .lrvey Department wh ich includes the 
procedure of gi mg appro als for urban development and land uses for urban project 
submitted b pn ate ector or as a part of the government plans, such development must be 
propo ed to the P lann ing Department counter and goes through different steps, as shown in  
figure (3-2) .  
These steps identify the approval requ irement in  the process. 
The appro als corne in the form of a no objection certificate (NOC) from several involved 
A uthorities, which include: 
A )  F rom Dubai M u n icipal ity. 
• ervice Coordination Office. 
• Roads Department. 
• Dubai central Laboratory Department. 
• Drainage and Irrigation Department. 
B) From outside Dubai  M u n icipality :  
• Dubai electricity & water authorities / water division . 
• Dubai electricity & water authorities / electricity d ivision. 
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Plann ing Process P roced u res 
SECTIO N :  PLA N N I N G  STU D I ES SECTION 
U N lT: COM PREHENSIVE P LA N N I N G  A N D  STU D I E S  
T A S K  N A M E: REV I EW OF TH E PLA N N I N G  STU DIES (CO N S U LTAN TS, EXTERNAL PARTIES, I N TERNAL D E PARTM E N TS). 
0Q 
�Q 
Head of Section 
Instruction to 
Start tbe Review 
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Procedu res 
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the Study by t be Planner 
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J>.. 
r--v 
Inst ruction to tbe Bead 
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Planner 
Final Report W itb 
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Figure (3-2) 
J>.. Selection of plan ner/coordin ator by t be 
... Head of U n i t  
Q Data Collection Aspect Study's Requirement From Concerned Parties 
or D i rect Meeting W itb Concerned 
Review by tbe Head of U nit 
� Y ES NO 
@]<  � N eed a > Working Session 
� 
I Q� 
Q� 
• tis alat ( mirate Telecommunication Establ i  hment) . 
For the in e tor or the de eloper, the abo e no objection certificate i s  required for al l 
type f de e Jopment. 0 no plann ing approval is issued without taking into account the 
requ irement , and need and of uch authoritie . Th is can be done through Jetter , deci ions, 
me t ing and site isits. 
n the other hand there are everal types of projects, which need additional authority 
appr al in order to obtain the plann ing permit for the project. This  depends on the type of 
proje t and typ of stud required, i n  other words, eve raJ authorities' appro als may be 
requ ired and th i i s  d cided by the P lann ing  Department (by the project coord inator) in  the 
i n itial tudy of the submission . These tentati e Authoritie include: 
A )  From Du bai M u n icipal ity. 
• General Project Department. 
• Bui ld ing and Housing Department. 
• Environmental Department. 
• Horticulture and Publ ic Parks Department. 
• General Transportation Department. 
B) From outside D u ba i  M u n icipality. 
• Ci i l  Defen e Department. 
• Dubai Pol ice. 
• Tourism and M arketing Department 
• Private sectors having project i n  the area. 
Table (3- ] ) identifies the two levels of authorities involved in  the planning process 
approval of urban development projects as l i sted by the Planning and urvey Department. 
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S No 
I 1 I 
I 2 
1 
2 
J 
L_ 
Table (3- 1) D u ba i  M u nicipa l ity, Plan n i ng & Survey Department  
Pa rties I nvolved in  getti ng Approvals or Remarks 
Practical Examples of projects having oeen Type of coordination NS!ture of the i nvolved Rarty 
subject to coordinat ion and expected result Outside Dubai Municipal ity Within Dubai Munici pality 
Prel iminary planning or re-planning of al l  the 
area inside Dubai . 1 .  Remarks and written • DEW AlWaJer Dept • Services 
approvals. • DEW NElectro Dept coordinat ion center . .  
Engineering work projects i n  different areas • Etisalat • Roads Department . 
inside Dubai such as: Barshaa South, Nad AI 2. No Objection • Dubai Central Lab 
Shiba, Oud AI Mateena within  the roads l im its Certificate/memo department . 
and the services, Infrastructures, soi l  tests and • Drainage 
the standards for roads and curbs design. Department . 
Prel iminary planning or re-planning of al l the 
• Civi l  Defense Dept . • General projects 
area inside Dubai . (General Remarks) Department . 
• Dubai Pol ice . Bui ld ing and Engineering work projects for different areas Housi ng department . 
inside Dubai such as Barshaa South 
• Dubai Environment • Environmental 
Projects comprising h istorical sites (example 
Remarks and written Authority (gas) Department . 
approval • Horticulture and area 382, Dubai Internet C ity) . 
• Museums and H i storical publ ic parks 
The projects involving or aITect i ng the private sites, Dept . Department. 
sector such as • Pub l ic  transportat ion 
• The private Sector Department . 
Palm I sland in relationship with the label A l i  which has projects in the 
Coastal Development Project area 
, 
From that I i  t, the n i ronmental Department fal l s  in the econd Ie el of the in 01 ed 
auth ritie where their n -objecti n i not required in most of the urban plann ing 
d elopment project depending  on transferring description copy of the proposed project from 
Planning epartm nt  according to their Ie el of invol ement. 
o th determination if whether or not an Environmental I mpact Assessment is required 
for an urban de lopment project i s  a P lann ing Department issue and not with the 
En i ronmental Department. 
At the arne time En i ronmental Department is in charge of Environmental Protection 
\ i th i n  Dubai City through the Environmental Protect ion and safety section (EPS ). 
The EP admin istrates the Dubai EIA procedures if  required by  the plann ing Department 
through the local order No 6 1 1 1 99 1  (Dubai Emirate local order No 6 1  for the year 1 99 1 )  (20) 
to ensure compl iance \ ith other requirements. 
nti l now the E IA process is on ly  an advisory procedure avai lable with techn ical 
guidel ines, figure (3-3) summarizes the Dubai ' s  EIA permit procedures and steps, which can 
be described as fol lows. 
A. The E IA procedures begin when the proponent seeks a p lanning permit from the P .D 
Initial description of the project should  be made to the PD if  they requ ired an E IA study 
they refer the proj ect to ED & EP S.  
B. The proponent shou ld prepare an environmental impact summary (El ) in  accordance 
with the technical guide l ine No 53 or the requirements specified in table  ( 1 )  depending 
on the nature of the project. 
C. The E P  wi l l  review the E l  to see whether the environmental considerations have been 
adequately considered and suitable m itigation measures have been proposed. 
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E nvironmenta l Impact Assessment P roced u re i n  D uba i 
Propo n e nt initiates project, inform ] 
E PSS 
Initial description of the project is made to the Plan ning I 
Department 
L 
Planning Department Id entifies cha racteristics of the 
project and pays reg ard to la nd-use desig nation 
Proponent Consu lts EPSS and prepares E nviron mental 
I mpact S u mmary (EIS) in accord a n ce with Tech nical 
G 'd r N 4 T h '  I G 'd r N 53 (T bl  1 )  U I  e me o. or  ec m ca UI e me o .  a e 
• jE
l
PSS reviews proposal and determines whethe r  
E nviron menta l  Impact Report (EIR) is req uired 
T 
Yes 
, , 
T 
I Preparation of E I R-(Ta ble 2) I 
i 
EPSS reviews th e EISIEI R  and issu es E nviron mental 
Impact Protection and Safty Permit or n o  objection 
I 
Plan ning Dept. decides appl ication 
I 
L I'" 
No 
.... .... 
Propone nt ca n a ppeal to Director of 
Dubai  Mun icipal ity 
P roject implemented compl iance 
with Environme nta l Protection 
and Sa fty permit is monitored 
Source Dubal Municipal ity health Department 
Figure (3-3) 
D. The EP wi l l  determine the sign ificance of the project and may requ ire the proponent to 
prepare a detai led Environmental Impact Report (ElR )  in accordance with table (2). 
E. If the development is permitted, an environmental protection and safety permit is i ssued to 
monitor the development during construction and whi le it is in  operation. 
F. Once EP S permit is prepared, a letter of environmental approval is issued to the P lanning 
Department prior to the planning permit being issued. 
G. When the project i s  implemented, the EPSS is  required to monitor the project to ensure 
compl iance with environmental protect ion & safety permit aJ ld legislation. 
Environmental Management Systems (EMS) may be i n itiated by the developer to 
control, monitor and audit the environment effects throughout the project l i fe cycle. 
The process of bui ld ing permits as the final approvals of any construction projects units is 
done through the Bui ld ing and Housing Department (BD) wh ich is responsible for ensuring 
compl iance with bui ld ing regulation and ensuring that al l  approvals have been obtained from 
the concerned section of Dubai M un icipal ity. 
The bui ld ing permit process is a continuation the process of plann ing  land use 
development approvals. 
The second one is done in  p lann ing and survey department and gives the i n itial approval 
for urban project, which are i n  compl iance with the zoning regu lation. 
The project., which i s  in accordance with the zon ing regulation, goes d i rectly to the 
bui ld in gs Department through the bui ld ing permit process. 
Usual ly the consultant on behalf of the owner or the investors, they apply for the bui ld ing 
permit from the Bu i ld ing and Housing Department through bui ld ing permit process, which is 
i l l ustrated in  figure (3-4). 
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I 
B u i ld i ng Permit P rocess 
Counte r:Receiving drawi ngs from th e consu ltant 
.. 
OM Engineer:Reviews the drawings,defines th e category a nd insu rance amount 
I 
I 
I 
I : DEWA 
... � 
efining the Cat-I 
category (see attach ment N01 ) 
category I I  
OM Eng forwards the d rawi ngs to the cou nter for registration 
then to the Bu ilding pa rmit commitee al ong with the land file.  
T 
Reporter/Building permit com mitee secretary to foward the 
I Etisalat 
I 
drawings to the fo l lowing parts for review 
T 
Civil 
Architect 
Roads + 
Defe nce Str/Eng 
Building Permit Commitee final 
review and repo rt registration. 
Drainage Plan ning 
I 
Co nsultantto 
pay i nsura nce 
Suggest exista nce of 
Etisalat and OEWA 
representatives at OM 
bui ld ing to faci l itate 
hie procedures 
No-.  Senior Eng : l nfo rms the 
consu ltant by fax or e-mail 
Yes 
• 
Senior Eng :to define the fees and prepare the 
building permit specimens. 
Contracto r: 
to pay the fees. .-
A pproval by competence/Autho rity. I I .-
.. • 
Cou nter: hands over th e final  procedure of Figure (3-4) � Counter: ha nds over the final  decision to building pe rmit to the contractor the consultant. 
The ubm ission fol lows the procedure to get the approval (no objection) from d ifferent 
Authorities and Units such as : Tab le (3-2). 
• DEWA; 
• Etisalat; 
• Ci il Defen e; 
• Roads and Traffic Unit: 
• Drainage Department; 
• Planning & S urvey Department; 
• Bui ld ing and Hous ing Department (Architect & Structural Engi neer) 
The above l i st of involved Authorities in the bui lding pennit process shows no main role 
for the Environmental Department or any environmental requirement for protection before 
starting the construction of any project. The concern of Environmental Department on one 
side tackles only with the approval of swimming pools qual ity of water and use of chemicaJ 
and on the other side safety material and labor protection with in  the construction sites. 
Wh i le  the protection of the urban environment is not pointed where is no role of 
environmental i mpact assessment techn ique or any assessment in the bu i ld ing pennit process 
whatever the size of the project? 
3-4 Conclusion and recommendation 
• Both U.A.E Federal EIA process and Dubai Emirate local EIA process do not c larify and 
explain the various steps in the EIA process methodologies (scoping, screening  
description of the project, description of. . .  etc) .  
5 1  
S N  Type of  Service 
New Bui ld ing Study 
through Consultant 1 ( Prel i minary 
Submital) 
, I 
I 
Ne\\ Budding Study 
2 through Consultant 
( F inal Submital) 
l 
Ta ble (3-2) Customer Service G uideline- Bu ild ing and Housing 
Department-Services provided by the Building Permi ts Section. 
Check List Other Conditions 
• Build ing Permits Commity Form; 
• Build ing Permit Request Form (the green Form); 
• Two Copies o[ the Archi tectural D rawings including: --
• Rescent Copy of the Affection P lan; 
• Reseent copy o[ the Consultant Trade Licence ( from Dubai) ; 
• Consultancy assignment Form ( from t he owner to the consultant)  
I ,_ 
• Two Copies of the D rawings (Architectural,S tructuraJ ,MEP & 
Fire Fight ing) ;  
• NOCs from : D raioage Dept, DEW A and Et issaJat) ;  
• Level of reference. • lnsurence 
• F. I . C  fees apply 
• The documents required at t he preli nllnary submital 
• Soil  test report for projects (0+ 1) 
• Traffic impact study on the major projects 
Fees 
From DH S 100 to DHS 
250 depending on the 
bui lding. 
Refer to table of fees 
30 Fils  per SQ foot 
1 0  Fils per R foot  
Refer to  table o f  fees 
• Both U.A.E Min istry Order 0 37  of the year 200 1 (Min istry Order No 37  for the year 
200 1 )  (�2) and Dubai Emirate gu idel i ne of EIA process do not show clearly how the EI S 
wi l l  be reviewed. 
• The environmental impact assessment process depends for its legal position in Dubai 
Government local order No 6 1  for the year 1 99 1  (Dubai Emirate local order No 6 ]  for the 
year 1 99 1 )  (20) not in the federal low No 24for the year 1 999 (U.A .E-federal law No (24) 
of 1 999) ( 19). 
• The Dubai Government local order No 6 1  for the year 1 99 1  (Dubai Emirate local order 
No 6 1  for the year 1 99 1 ) (20) does not show that the environmental impact assessment is 
required within  its articles and does not mention any thing about its implementation. 
• The guidel ines in th i s  way, only act to ensure compl iance with the environmenta l  
protect ion regulation of local order No 61  for the year 1 99 1  (Dubai Emirate local order 
0 6 1 for the year 1 99 1 )  (20), as with emi ssions standard, water qual i ty standard . . .  etc. 
• The proposal i s  to be submitted by the proponent to the Plann ing Department in  order to 
get plarming approval not to Environmental Department. 
• The P l anning Department decides if  it i s  necessary after identifying the characteristic of 
the project to transfer a copy to the ED and Environmental Protection and Safety section 
(EPSS) .  
• The guidel ines do not j l Justrate the environmental impact assessment process steps as the 
figure shows only the admin istration procedural path. 
• The i n formatjon requ ired according to the appendix in  environmental impact summary 
and environmental i mpact report is more wide and detai led information than what is 
required in  the executive federal regulation No: 37 for the year 200 ] (Min istry Order No 
53 
37  for the year 200 1 )  (2:!). For instance the local guidel ine required studying al l  possible 
major alternatives, the secondary i mpacts such a the traffic impact. 
• When adopting an ETA process, it i s  recommended to start on a step-by-step basis .  At the 
same t ime the process should proceed in tandem with project cycle and l ink  into a 
number of deci sion poin ts (urban p lan ning process and bui ld ing perm it process) at 
d ifferent stages i n  the cycle. 
• ETA process is recommended to be i n itiated early, before major investment decisions are 
made when there is  sti l l  scope for taking  a comprehensive sectorai and regional view (up 
streaming the ETA process). 
• Very i mportant to built decision maker awareness and long-term regional train i ng 
strategy at the same t ime i nvolv ing more public partic ipation and institutional 
coordination and cooperation. 
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Chapter Four: Development Features an d Practitioners Views 
and Opin ions 
4- 1 Introduction 
Originally a smal l fish ing settlement, Dubai was taken over around 1 830 by a branch of 
the Bani Yas tribe from the Liwa oasi s  led by the Maktoum fami ly who sti l l  ru le the emirate 
today. Trad itional activit ies included herding sheep and goats, cultivating dates, fishing and 
pearl i ng. The l iberal atti tudes of the emirate's ru lers made Dubai attracti ve to traders from 
India and Persia who began to settle i n  the growing town, which soon developed a strong 
reputation as the leading port for the region. As for an independent emirate for most of its 
h i story, i n  1 97 1  Dubai came together with Abu Dhabi,  Sharjah,  Ajman,  Umm A l  Quwain, 
Fujairah and (in 1 972) Ras Al  Khaimah to create the federati on of the United Arab Emirates. 
The d iscovery of oi l in  1 966 dramatical ly transformed the emirate by al lowing the 
development of the economic and social  i nfrastructure, which laid the foundations for today's 
modern society. Dubai i s  located on the southern shore of the Arabian Gulf. It has an area of 
about 4000 square kilometers. Outside the c ity itself, the emirate is sparsely i nhabited and 
characterized by desert vegetation. The landscape ranges from rugged mountains to majestic 
sand dunes. These days, oil contributes to just twenty per cent of economk product ion. 
Trading, manufacturing  and services-including touri sm-now dominate the economy. 
Nowadays, there are various factors affecting the rapid  development with in  Dubai; such 
as : population and demography, economic growth, urbanization, tourism needs, appl i ed real 
estate approach and the expansion of free zone areas. 
The impacts of these factors on Dubai environment through subsequent development are 
i mportant to understand the current s ituation. Data col lection and environmental monitoring 
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are tool for detenn ining env ironmental i mpacts. The most critical tool uti l ized in thi s  
re earch was the questionnaire, wh ich i n  our case was done as an i nterview. By question i ng 
planners and development professionals, the i mpact of th i s  development study may be 
a certained. 
• One aspect of th is  rapid development is the h igh population growth . In the last twenty­
five years Dubai population has rapidly i ncreased from 1 85,000 persons in 1 975 to more 
than 9 1 0,000 persons at the end of 200 1 w ith an annual population growth rate around 
5 .b  %, Figure (4- 1 )  ( Dubai Munic ipal ity, 200 1 )  (5). 
• Another aspect of rapid development is the construction boom. The Dubai Government 
Strategy P lan has shown that futuristic ( 4-5 years) urban development w i l l  continue 
represented by l arge number of residential and commercial projects. As a result of 
development consequences the deci sion-making and planni n g  process underestimated the 
impacts on the surrounding environments. 
• Demographical ly, Dubai has grown and d ivers ified rapid ly. I n  1 956 Dubai urban area 
was only 530 hectares with a popu lat ion less than 75,000 i nhabitant. By the end of year 
200 1 Dubai urban area had reached around 20,400 hectares with a population of over 
9 1 0,000 i nhabitants Table (4- ] ). Dubai C i ty urban area growth from 1 993-2000 was an 
average of 5 .2%. The urbanization growth for the period 1 993-2000 onward has 
concentrated on the residential sector, which has consti tuted around 30. 1 %, F igure (4-2) 
showing the urbanization growth at Al Barsha Area (Dubai Municipal ity, 200 1 )  (5). 
• Thi s  residential growth has been addressi ng the needs of a diverse ethn ic  population, 
which includes l arge populations from the M iddle East, Europe, and Asia. 
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Table (4- 1) Population Dens i ties d u ri ng the period 1 956-2000 
Density to area Population Developed Area in hectares Period ! Population/hectare 
1 4 1 .0 74,738 530 1 960- 1 956 
55 .6  1 00,000 1 800 1 970- 1 96 1  
39.0 1 83 , 1 87 4700 1 975- 1 97 1  
32 .8  276,300 8400 1 980- 1 976 
3 3 . 8  370,788 1 0,965 1 985- 1 98 1  
40 9 6 1 0,926 1 4,925 1 993- 1 986 
43 . 1  809,06 1 1 8,784 1 998- 1 994 
44 6 9 1 0,027 20394 2000- 1 999 -
Source. PlanOi ng Dcpartl1lcnl-Dubai M wucipal ily 
_____ ....:;..:=.:....::.. �4..:..-_=2:J'..) =_: U..:::....:..r.:;;b.::a.::n.::iz:..::;a;.;;ti;;.;;o;,;;n� G..::.;rowth at AI Harsha Area between 97 an 2003 
x 
Today Dubai i known a l l  0 er the world and attracts a huge and i ncreasing number of 
people who used to come main ly for business or s imply for shopping. 
ne of the main reasons beh ind th is  rush of popu lation is the employment opportun ity 
generated by the intense economic activity of the place and the l ife style. Once one or a 
group of ind i  iduals from an area settles they often open the way to other to corne and 
ettJe and 0 on l ike a reaction chain .  
• Dubai has become the regional capital of business and tourism with in  the last ten years. 
The economic base has rapidly expanued along with development. However, the 
developments have been done in l ine  with projected growth in popu lation numbers and 
the number of new compan ies. With in  th is  interrelat ionsh ip, economic development i s  
the most s ign ificant determinant on  environment qual ity .  It shows Dubai abi l ity to tackle 
en ironmental i ssues (J-Leitmann, 1 994) (23). 
• The economic diversity is essential for Dubai future. There has been an increase in the 
total G.D.P from 47,879 m i l l ions DHS in 1 997 to 64,4 1 5  in year 200 1 ,  wh i le the non-o i l  
G.D.P i ncreased from 42,8 1 0  m i l l ions DHS in  year 1 997 to 58 8 1 6  i n  year 200 l . (Figure 
4-3) The G.D.P from o i l  is almost fixed (depend ing on international o i l  price) at l ess than 
5000 m i l l ions DHS whi l e  the non-oi l G.D.P is i ncreasing yearly around 4000 m i l l ions 
DHS. This states that Dubai i s  not based only on oi l  revenues but seeking for other 
resources. 
• Dubai wishes to divers ify its economy and reduce its dependence on i ts depJet ing oi l  and 
gas resources. The non-o i J  sectors of the UAE economy presently contribute more than 
2/3rds of the UAE totaJ GDP, and about 30% of its total exports. 
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The AE Federal Go ernment has in ested heavi ly in sectors such as aluminum 
production, touri m, aviation re-e port commerce and telecommun ications. 
• T n  order to ach ieve such d iversities, Dubai expanded more than twenty t imes from quiet 
costal c ity i nto large acti e one. Thi s  had huge effect on the main i nfrastructure sectors 
i nclud ing transportat ion, electricity, water, sewage and communication. Consequently 
thi urban development had clear adverse i mpacts on Dubai natural environmental 
resource. 
• A a result of last thirty years of urbanization, Dubai scattered uncontrol led, and 
unoccupied areas, i ncreased the infrastructure cost, and environmental degradation . 
(Figure 4-4) i l l ustrates the urban uses of the fi ve year plan (2000-20 1 5) which wi l l  
i ncrease and concentrate on some uses such as recreation sports and tourism in  addit ion 
to the residential investments. This has been a logical d i rection to go i n  as the dynamic 
and welcoming popu lation of Dubai has for a long t ime known how to make their C ity as 
a haven of peace for whoever wanted to do commerce or s imply settle down. 
• To conclude, D ubai i s  somewhat un ique i n  i ts requirements for balance between the rapid 
growth in popu lation and i ndustry to ach ieve sustai nabl e  development and the need for 
balance of env ironmental concerns with economic growth and development. 
Local officials, planners, and developers i ncreasingly recogruze that economIC 
development and environmental qual ity are equal ly i mportant components of commun ity 
growth. Unfortunately, th i s  awareness came after decades of environmental neglect: 
sprawl ing development beyond urban boundaries, rapid  and i rreversible conversion of 
natural environments, Joss of un ique p lant and an imal commun ities, and i ncreased pol l ut ion 
of water and air resources. 
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Figure (4-4): Dubai Structural Plan (2001-2015) 
It goe \\-ithout a ing that de elopment often ha ubstantial impact on the qual ity and 
quant it} of a communit) '  air, l and, water, and biological re ources; yet. economic 
de el pment often take precedenc over en ironmental protection. The benefits of 
e nom ic de elopment are often more immed iate, important, and ob ious to commun ity 
member and l ocal official : the creation of good-paying jobs; provision of affordable 
hou ing; and d i  er e hopping opp rtunities sat isfy man of the priority need and de i re of 
local con umer . The benefits of en i ronmental protection are often less evident and 
immediate, but are nonethele important as natural re ources continue to become sc �e and 
threaten to en i ronm en tal and h uman health . Yet, tradeoffs between economic development 
and en ironrnental protection need not continue as Dubai community cont inues to grow. 
Di pute the fact that de elopment i s  required to face the urban growth demands. The case of 
Dubai is d ifferent. The rapid development objecti es b Dubai authorit ies have been created 
a un ique environment to attract investors, tourists and emigrants of experts from the world .  
Therefore, the Dubai authorit ies have launched a prestigious multibi l l ion of Dol lars for urban 
development program to face rapid  growth objectives and tourism needs. Some of these 
projects have been already constructed and worked such as the Internet City and the Med ia 
City, whi le others are under construction such as Dubai Palm Islands which, these wi l l  add 
82 l uxllI) hotel s, 0 er 1 2,000 residential i l las, Shopping mal l s  cinemas and marine Parks. 
M any other i mportant projects have been studied and scheduled for the next years such as: 
Dubai Health City, the new Dubai Zoo and the metropol itan train, these wh ich wi I J  enhance 
the transportation sector. The pri ate sector has also brought its own contribution by 
introducing big development projects l ike Emaar with its Dubai Marina, Emirates h i l l s  as 
wel l as the coming Dubai Tower to surpass with its � Km of elevation, the h ighest 
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ky craper world ide. One example from the statistical yearbook of Dubai 200 1 shows that 
the number of hotel rooms j umped from 25,000 in the year 1 997 to more than 35,000 in the 
year 200 I figure (4-5).  Furthermore, Hotel revenues reached over 2.7 b i l lons of DRS in year 
200 1 figure (4-6). The di lemma st i l l  there, with the main question of th i s  research, what are 
the resu l ts of Dubai rapid developments on the environment and are there real needs for 
them and finally how to make developments sustained rather than rapid ones. 
I f we look at the number of UAE citizens with in  Dubai City we wi l l  fi nd that it does not 
exceed 1 2% of the total population. The rest of population (88%) of Dubai City is staying in 
leased un its (flats or i J las) .  As foreigners (expatriates) are not al Jowed for ownership or own 
l and. So. Dubai authority offered for businessmen and investors the chance to buy 
accommodations and offices, and Real Estate marketing became one of the main components 
of Dubai economic sector. Thus Dubai officials adapted a new strategy to overcome 
bureaucracy steps to achieve h igh speed of development, fast track planning, design and 
construction. The establ i shment of Jebel A l i  free zone i n  1 975 was the first of such approach. 
Fol lowed by Dubai I nternet C ity, Knowledge Vi l lage, Media C ity, Medical C ity, Dubai 
I nternational Park, China Town, Dubai F inancial Center and Emaar Developments (see 
fi gure 4-7) are other projects wruch are different in kind and sim i lar in meaning. Such 
projects have their own procedures, which have certai n  consideration to environmental 
Issues. 
To conclude, Dubai environments natural ly and cultural ly had transformed. The impacts 
of rapid development i n  Dubai environment needs systematic approach to check, analyze, 
plan and implement. Environmental I mpact Assessment i s  the tool which international ly and 
regional ly was tested and official ly  practiced by many countries. 
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Figure (4-7) Emaar Development Projects between 1997 and 2003 
How this tool cou ld improve Dubai environment? How, when and at which stage this tool 
cou ld be ut i l ized in plann ing and development processes? What is the difference in level 
between strategic en i rorunental assessments and environmental impact assessment? And 
what i s  the implementation gab between practice and theories? 
To an wer th is di lemma the research design ed specific questionnaire. The purpose of th is 
chapter i to help commun ity members and local officials taking a leadersh ip  role in  ensuring 
that future development wh ich reflects environmental protection as weJ l  as physical, social, 
and economic co .. nmun ity /:-' . ,als o  This  chapter defines environmental impact assessment: 
explains reasons for conducting an i mpact assessment; discusses who should be involved in 
the process and the l im itations of the process· and provides gu idance for how to conduct an 
environmental impact assessment. Furth enn ore , the purpose of th is  questionnaire has two 
folds: "to describe and explain" .  The q uestionnaire was uti l ized to explore the views and 
opin ions on Dubai environment for both local and international pract itioners in urban 
plann ing and development sectors. The subsequent data is used, as much as possible, to 
explore i ssues in  order to ach ieve futuristic plans of action. The data col lection based on 
opinions and views are varied from person to person and group to another conditioned by the 
respondents understanding of the question (Babbie, 1 973) (24), they are different from 
n umerical data, somehow clear and cut. In order to accompl ish th is  in the most helpful 
manner, three survey groups were selected : 
• Local government officials (Dubai Municipal ity Employees) 
• Development Consultants 
• Project OwnerslDevelopers 
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4-2 The fieldwork and interview q uestionnaire su rvey: 
4-2- 1 .  u m ma ry:  
This part of the research is aimed to perform basic stat istical analyses on data from sample 
surveys, especial l} tho e in the en ironmentaJ issues on Dubai . It is expected to have a basic 
knowledge of statistics such as descript ive statistics and the concept of hypothesis testing. 
For our ca e and the sample spec ial izat ion the main methods of col lecting information are: 
face-to-face interviewin g  and direct observation. In the designing of questionnaire interview, 
it shou ld be c lear; what is the purpose of the survey? What kinds of questions the survey 
would be developed to answer? What sorts of result is the research considering based on the 
resul ts of the survey? Furthermore, the questionnaire should i nc lude a descriptive title, 
questionnaire i ntroduction, group the items by content, and provide subtitle statements for 
each group. Within each group of items place items with the same format are incl uded 
together. At the end of the questionnaire, i ndicate respondents' suggestions. Considering the 
sample, the case of the research is l imited, as the environmental professions involved are 
l i mited. But although a S imple random sampl ing i s  a desirable method of sampl ing, in  our 
case Systema6c sampl ing is more practical method as stratification may reduce sampl i ng 
errors. To ach ieve readable results data should be prepared as a table of frequencies. For 
nominal data, consider constructing a bar graph. And th is  is the way most these data have 
been col l ected. For the relationship  between two nominal variables, a contingency table was 
prepared. For the relationship between two equal interval variables, compute a correlat ion 
coefficient. A l so the survey has considered the error percentage and as the survey has three 
level s of sampl ing the research has considered bui lding confidence intervals, especial Jy when 
comparing between on ly two or the al l three groups. How much time is avai lable to do the 
7 1  
urve) ? Thi s  varie 'With the type of survey and the particular s ituat ion. In our case with the 
three group , it aried from group to another, but general ly for the total it took between four 
to five months (one whole semester). And it took about eight months  from the i n itial 
p lann ing to have resu l ts ready for analysis. To final ize the results of the 3 i nterviews, the 
results begin with a formal introduction about cites l iterature, fol lowed by research methods 
description.  The th ird part describes the results. The last part should be a d iscussion with 
recommendations. 
" 
4-2-2. G roup selection :  
The research has design ed a proper questionnaire to complete the requ i red data. Actual ly 
many of the various professionals i nvolved i n  planning and development were consulted, 
A l though the issues of plan n ing, development and environments had many other groups 
i nvol ved such as; financiers, i nterior des igners, landscape architects, and contractors none of 
them have been selected. To focus on research hypothesis  only three groups were identified 
and selected, The groups were h i gh l y  i nterrelated with i ssues of p lann i ng, development and 
environmental concerns. The main three groups were: the Local government officials 
(Dubai M unic ipal ity Employees), Development Consu ltants and Project OwnerslDevelopers. 
I n  addit ion to those 3 groups, the projects have contractors got special attent ion although they 
were not i ncluded in the three groups. They cou ld  be configured between both the design 
consultants and developer/owner groups, as their main tasks were to implement rather than 
i nvent decisions and p lans. 
The fi rst group; D u bai M u n icipa J i ty (DM ) :  
This  group o f  officials working i n  Dubai M unic ipal ity was chosen for its respons ib i l ity on 
both preparing developmental p lans and i mplementing environmental protection pol icy 
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with in Dubai Emirate. Consequently, part of the selected group members includes the local 
authorities that were contro l l ing the urban development process of Dubai . 
The second grou p; Owners and Developers :  
Owners and developers were selected for two main reasons. F irst, because implementing 
en ironmental procedures wi l l  cost financial and requires time. The Environmental Impact 
ssessment studies may vary from reject ing the project to change the ori ginal designs. 
econd reason the owner or developers are mainly Emi rates citizens whi le consultant offices 
are in the majority from outside! That may oe an important di mension for testing the i ssue of 
ustainab i l ity with i n  this group. The awareness, wi l l i ngness and participation are also 
variables to be tested. 
The t h i rd group;  Consu lta n ts:  
The Consultants were chosen to be the form-makers. They were the ones design ing 
projects and generating ideas. Their response towards the environment varied from one to 
another. Wh i le some may have concerns towards, sustainable development, envi ronmental 
i ssues and preservation of ecosystems, others concentrate on economic development rather 
than any other i ssues. Consul tants based their  decisions and designs accord ing to 
devel opmental regul ations and environmental procedures. 
4-2-3. Question nai re design : 
The art to design a questionnaire incl udes some principles such as : The principle is to 
ensure that the three questionnaires function is intended. Other principles incl uded in  that 
questionnaire should be related exp l icit ly to particular analysis objectives; be understood by 
the survey respondents; asking for factual information or attitudes that respondents can recal l 
from memory or retrieve from records; avoiding response bias or other negative infl uences 
on respondents' decis ion processes; and be formatted in a way that min imizes entry errors. 
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The questionnaires were main ly  i nterv iews, and in order to faci l i tate data analysis, the 
questions were breaking down into categories. The e categories beside personal data section 
were: ] )  environmental i ssues, 2)  plarul i ng and environment and 3)  the future sustainabi l ity. 
A p i lot stud was conducted to examine and test val id i ty of the questionnaire. The main 
objecti es of the p i lot study were to make sure that al l the questions were clear and able to be 
answered. Therefore, a sample of three individual s in each group was tested . The 
q uestionnaire was constructed to understand environmental i ssues and to discover any 
techn ical problems for the fu l l  questionnaire. The quesConnaire g '  es space for the 
respondent to give opin ions, suggestions and concerns about Dubai, the development. the 
environment and related work. In practice these pi lot questionnaires became the base for an 
i nterview because of having practical i ssues. These i nterviews made the process l i vely but 
took a great deal more t ime and effort. 
The results of the pi lot study led to edit ing the forms to clarify some questions, 
i n troducing others and cance l ing some i rrelevant ones. Another benefit of the pi lot was to 
show the importance of personal contact with respondents to get h i gher returns i n  a relatively 
short period of t ime. This is  confmned by Sommer's recommendation (Sommer, Robert and 
Barbara Sommer Oxford Un iversity, 1 980) (25); " . . . .  for m aximum returns the questionnaire 
should be given out and col lected i n  person " 
I n  addition, the result of onl y  9 returns, led to personal interviews by the researcher i n  the 
fi nal survey to secure maximum results .  This required time both for the in terviews and the 
preparation for them. As a result of the p i lot study, the questionnaire design was mod ified i n  
the fol lowing ways: 
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• Answers to questions were changed to multiple choices rather than wordy subjective 
answer 
• Que tions were made short and direct to min im ize time. 
• Removing ambiguity from Questions words. 
• Because the diverse nature of the sources of data: interviews, questionnaires 
observations, experiences, and photographs.  The study is bound to cover more than 
one issue and more than one i nterest, and that was a characteristic, which the research 
has intent ional ly trie I to mainta in .  
With in  each of the three categories, a degree of variation was al lowed to su i t  the 
d ifferentiation between the three groups. For example; concerning environmental i ssues, for 
Dubai Municipal ity respondents were asked about their official mechani sm withi n  the 
munic ipal ity departments, the regulations, l aws and bureaucracy govern them as wel l  as their 
personal concern towards environment, whereas Consultants were asked about how to 
implement and review p lanni n g  regulations and procedures. Also they were asked about 
their role  in the whole process. With i n  the P lann ing and Environment Section of the 
questionnaire, owners were asked primari ly  if they thought there should be any connection 
between p lann ing development and environmental concerns. 
The Consultants and DM staff were asked what the nature of that connection and how it 
could be implemented. 
4-2-4. Qu estion n a i re d istribution : 
The questionnaire was considerin g  the main activ ity of the fieldwork. I f  the fieldwork was 
only to d istribute a quest ionnaire, it wou ld  be an easy task. But the d ifficulty i s  to get 
readable  response. This i s  again the main reason for make an i nterview questionnaire. 
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A ample of about 60 re pondent was questioned through three groups. The respondents 
were made up as fol lows: 26 of the DM officials, 20 respondents of the consultants and 1 3  
respondents of owners/developers. 
Many of the questionnaire-approached samples were i n itial ly reluctant to commit 
themselves to anything on paper. The only positive group was Dubai Municipal ity members 
who accepted to cooperate. The reason for that may be because they were aware of 
q uestionnaire i ssues; they used to do such interviews for qual i ty assurance, and probably for 
personnel relationship as col leges to the research�r. _ 
I n  addition to that the environmental Department of DM was very supportive by providing 
consultants l i st for those in  ru l ed developmental projects. This  reduces time for searching the 
suitable consultants for interviewing. Actual ly, a sufficient number of consultants did answer 
the q uestionnaires. 
The owners/developers quest ionnaire was d ifferent, with less environmental awareness. 
orne of the respondents were very rel uctant to answer the questions wh i le others were very 
supportive in  glving response towards Dubai environments and development impacts. 
4-2-5. Aims of the study: 
The purpose of th is  questionnaire was to enro l l  the environmental officials and other 
parties into the role of Environmental I mpact Assessment in tbe future developmental actions 
with particular reference to sustainabi l ity. The questionnaire i ncludes a comprehensive set of 
properly derived questions enabl ing the respondents to express their opinions about the major 
points relat ing to the environment and the Dubai development. 
The questionnaire consisted of 5 pages long with 30 main questions some of which have a 
n umber of secondary questions (see Appendix 1 )  are the three d ifferent questionnaires in  
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Arabic and Engl ish). The question \ ere fonnulated after the pi lot survey. The resu l ts of the 
q uestionnaire wi l l  enable the objecti es of the research to be tested in reference to 
en ironmental issues and Dubai Emirates. Mult iple choice questions were used to el icit 
participants' preferences, opin ions and priorities for a number of alternatives wh ich were 
arranged in order of their importance. Open-ended q uestions were also used to permit the 
interviewer to respond in appropriate tenns. (See Appendix 3 for the whole resu lts). The 
author gave out q uestionnaires personal ly. There was a 90% response, wh ich was ach ieved, 
in a relatively s1 �_-t period of time (about 3 months). 
4-2-6. Question n a i re resu l ts :  
The results of the questionnaire have been summarized by analysis comment and 
conclusions. The data has been processed man ual ly  through simple average counts, and 
percentages ( see apendix2). The processed data has been tabulated and presented in bar 
charts (see apendix3) .  Comments have been based on observations, photographs and 
d iscussions with the respondents. The conclusion has been written i n  the fonn of 
recommendations for co-operations between development and the sensitive environment.  
4-3 Data Analysis: 
The three groups of practitioners were questioned concerning three general areas of 
mqulf)' .  The first area was concerned with environmental i ssues. Each of the groups was 
questioned to determi ne the level of environmental awareness as wel l as their environmental 
concern. Various degrees of envi ronmental awareness were explored as wel l  as concern for 
the environment. 
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The second area of inquirie was concerned with the en ironment and physical plann ing 
issues. The responses showed their experience, the current interrelationsh ip between practice 
and Mun icipal ity regulations. 
The final section of questions was dedicated to the recommendations for sustainable 
development. The main point was to determ ine how development could continue wh i le 
protecting  the sensitive environment. 
The fol lowing  sections examine the viewpoints of each group of pract itioners more 
specifical ly and relate what expe,·iences th .... :, have had. They wil l also revIew their 
practitioners' suggestions for future development and look for significant trends. 
4-3. 1 Dubai  m u n icipal ity employees: 
The answers of this group showed that the practical ity of authorities was reflected on their 
seriously ideas and comments. Their possessions in Dubai municipal ity gave them the abi l ity 
to understand, analyze, practice and recommend issues concerning environmental and 
developmental concerns. 
4-3-1 . 1 .  Environmenta l  Issues: 
The flfst section i s  concerned with environmental issues in  general . Through these 
questions the environmental perceptions of each respondent were clarified. The phenomenon 
of environmental protection was declared, whether such issue is part of respondent work task 
withi n  Dubai M un icipal ity. A l so their levels of understanding on the legis lative situations of 
Environmental I mpact Assessment process both its strength points and weakness ones. The 
results could  be summarized as : 
• A l l  of the respondents were working  in Dubai munic ipal ity. 
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• 60 % are working i n  Environmental Department, whi le  the remammg 40% were 
worki ng i n  other Departments. 
• Few percentage of the respondents has the chance to practice environmental i ssues 
outside Municipality (being a member in NGOs) 
• With in  t he three levels  of Environmental law; Dubai Munic ipal ity, UAE legi slat ion and 
t he internat ional Jaw level ;  about 80% th ink t hat Dubai mun icipal ity ordinance has the 
most effected role in environmental i ssues. Whi le  1 6 % sai d  that in addit ion to Dubai 
munic ipal ity law, the UAE legislat ion governed t heir  department procedures. And the 
rest 4% acknowledged i nternational laws as part of their d i rectives. 
• Only 1 9  % of the sample ment ioned t hat they were fol lowing the di fferent three levels  
of legi slat ion i n  their departments. 
• Remarkably around 42 % of the respondents ment ioned that their Departments had no 
responsib i l i ty towards environmental protect ion, whi l e  1 9%  said  t hat t he 
environmental l egi slat ions had no relat ion at al l to  their department procedures (see 
fig 4-8) 
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To conclude on Dubai munic ipal ity, the Dubai ord inance was the most dominant 
legi slat ion to  be fol lowed with in  its depart ments. E i ther for planning and design 
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requirements or for environmental pennission, the role of Environmental Impact 
Asse ment is sti l l  l im ited. The need for enhancing, supporting  and implementing such 
tool is neces ary to be considered in Dubai d ifferent departments. 
4-3- 1 .2 .  Pla n n i n g  and Environ menta l  Issues:  
The reason of th is  part of the questionnaire i s  to understand how DM official deal ing with 
the issues of plann ing  and environment. Further it is used to understand the interrelationsh ips 
between these two variables. A lso, is there developmental p lanning measures concerning 
e .  [onmental protection, and to what extended it i s  implen-.ent. F i na" , to get the 
respondents views concerning the accepted levels of impacts in developmental projects. The 
findings of th is part could be analyzed as : 
• 1 8% of the respondents mentioned that plann ing process should be a CONTROL 
component for environmenta l  protection.  When 35% thought that it is a guiding element 
and not a forcing  one. 
• 1 1  % of the respondents said that REVIEWJNG and RESTRICTING are the mam 
functions of p lann ing process in environmental protection, but only 23% considered only 
the reviewing  is  the function of plann ing process. 
• Usin g  the plan ning  process to reduce the impacts of rapid development on the natural 
environment. The word REDUCTION may make some confusion . 8% of the respondents 
thought  that reduction means environmental protection, whi l e  35% considered plann ing 
process is to m i n imize impacts of development. Al l  den ied the word preventing  as an 
absol ute role  of p lanning process in environmental protection. But 48% said it could  have 
issues of preventing as part of the whole process. Final ly  4% agreed that p lann ing 
process certain l y  have an affect of the environmental protection. 
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• There are VAR IATIONS on considering en ironmental i ssues in  the steps of reviewing 
plans Only 1 9%  of respondents bel ieved that DM planning process reviewed al l 
different appl ications Whi le most respondents 54% mentioned that planning process 
somehow appl ied in projects. And st i l l  1 2% thought it is not applied at a l l .  To 
conclude; there is confusion on the role  of planning process m revlewmg 
developmental projects (see fig 4-9) 
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• F or mega developmental projects; 96% insisted that they having impacts on Dubai 
natural environment .  6 1  % of the respondents considered TRAFFIC congestion as the 
main negative impact of developmental projects  on the environment . 
• Other important impact i s  POLLUTION. From 5 7% of the respondents' points of view 
was water pol lution, whi le  56% l isted noise pol l ution, and fina l l y  50% of practitioners 
stated air pol lut ion. 
• Loss of natural habitats; flora and fauna is  a very critical impact of developmental 
projects on Dubai sensit ive environment. Although only 8% of the respondents 
mentioned that, the l imited percentage in this i ssue is due to their lack of knowledge of 
the i ssue. 
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4-3- 1 .3. Fut uristic visions 
This part is  to view the futurist ic visions  of DM respondents. The quest ion is what will be 
the situat ion of Dubai environment if  the developmental projects cont inue with the same 
rate ? And what could be done to overcome? 
• 96% of the respondents bel ieved that there should be a balance between environmental 
protection and the highly rates of developments (see fig 4- 1 0) 
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• To summarize DM employees oplruons; no doubt that the development of Dubai is  
desirabl e  by officials but the sensitive environment needs have to be considered. 
Environmental I mpact Assessment is the possib le  mechanism for such balance. 
4-3.2 Section B: Project Owner's Questionnaire 
Owners main ly  mean the fi nancial un it of the development process. On one hand, the 
environmental protection i s  considered an obstac le  to those fi nancing projects. On the other 
hand, the owners assume Environmental I mpact Assessment as a tool for balancing between 
the environment and developmental projects as restriction, l im it ing ideas, costing more and 
exceedi ng project time. This q uest ionnaire is directed main ly  to testify owners concern about 
both environmental i ssues and developmental process, and also to assess their u nderstanding 
to the official system dealing with those issues. 
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4-3-2- 1  En"iron men tal Issues 
This  section has covered two folded concerns' ftrst, the environmental issues in  general,  
and second, the project owners' knowledge on legislative mechan isms current ly control l ing 
environmental protection. Through a systematic set of questions the environmental 
perceptions of owner respondents were c larified. Also their levels of understanding on the 
role of En i ronmental I mpact Assessment process in developmental projects. The results 
cou ld be summarized as : 
• Most of the developel s/owners ��lared that their developmental projects have changes 
( impacts) on the environment. 
• To what eA'tent these changes are? Are these impacts positive or negative? This is not 
clear with the owners' perceptions. A lso the degree of environmental awareness is varied 
from one to another. 
• None of the respondents were members on environmental NGOs, or any other related 
activities. And the i ssues of eco-system balance were e l im inated by the most. 
• Most of project owners were aware about environmental legislations, but they 
considered the law requirements as biased to developmental projects. Final ly  from the 
d ifferent environmental legislative levels they assured that the Municipal ity IDubai is 
the most effective (see fi g 4- 1 1  ) 
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4-3-2-2 Plan n ing and Environmental Issues 
The aim of this part of the questionnaire i s  to understand how project owners dea l ing with 
permission requirements from DM authorities ( Planning and Environmental Department) .  
Further it is  used to understand their point of v iew about developmental projects impacts and 
what they are. Final ly to know their opinion concerni ng these impacts and to what extend 
they are positive or negative. The findings of this part could be analyzed as: 
• 890 0 of the respondents ment ioned that plann ing process should be a CONTROL 
component for environmental protection. That gives an indication of the highest level of 
awareness. 
• From around 78% of respondents' experiences, it was understood that plann ing process i s  
considering environmental protection elements, and that it was related to mega projects 
rather than smal l  residential projects (Vi l la, single bui ld ings and so on). 
• A very l im ited number of the respondents understood that Environmental Impact 
Assessment i s  the practi cal  tool to predict developmental i mpacts on the environment 
(see fig 4- 1 2) 
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• And few of them were asked to submit EIA study with their projects ( see fig 4- 1 3 ) 
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As a resu lt of t hat, DM is not usmg E I A  i n  al l  projects. Final ly, the majority of the 
respondents 56% bel ieved t hat the environment is considered d uring implementation phase, 
whi l e  only 22% said  it not considered.  
• The primary opinion of the projects owners considered development process causing 
environmental problems. Only 67% of them declared the impact of their projects on the 
environment.  Whi l e  few of them denied these impacts. 
• The ignorance of types of environmental i mpacts raised by 44% of the respondents. 
Pol lution is the major i mpact from their opinion.  Loss of natural habitats; flora and fau na 
was al so mentioned . Only few were with concern on the environmental changes, many of 
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the an imals with other natural habitats were disappeared, and they i nsisted the 
requ irement to save the rest. 
• Mo t of the project owners supposed a major role of consultants to handle EIA.  They 
considered their role as a margin i n  the whole process. To conclude their main 
responsib i l ity is to [mance what is requ ired to be done in the whole developmental 
process, either for design ing  or environmental protection. 
• Again the i nteraction with DM official papers should  be through the consultants' tasks. 
From their opin ion Environmental Impact Assessment is a tecln • . !:;al tool with many 
spec ific issues and as project owners they cou ld not understand most of these i ssues. But 
about half of the respondents would  l ike to participate i n  d iscussion and decision making 
activities. 
4-3-2-3 Futu ristic v isions 
Thi s  part is  to view the futuristic visions of project owners' respondents. The question is 
how to balance between the protection of Dubai environments and the needs for 
developmental projects? And what steps should be taken by project owners to accompl ish 
this balance. 
• Most of the respondents argued that environmental protection and Environmental I mpact 
Assessment should not stop or be an obstacle to currant and future developmental 
projects. B ut on the same time they considered Environmental Impact Assessment as and 
accepted tool to know their rights and their responsibi l it ies in the whole process. 
• Final ly, they bel ieved that the currant requ irements ensure environmental improvement in  
futuristic development. 
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4-3-3 Section C: Consu ltants aDd E I A  Performers 
The viewpoints of the consultants are very important to th is study. The consu ltants have 
d ifferent tasks; first creating project design ideas, second the original consu ltant may conduct 
En i ronmental Impact Assessment study for their ideas, or the Environmental Impact 
Assessment done by another consultant and then final ly another consu ltant through DM 
officials has to review the Environmental Impact Assessment study, either accepting, 
rejecting or asking for project design i ng modifications. To conclude consultants' role is to 
balance between d�velopmen i d regulations and environmental protection procedures . 
4-3-3-1  E n v i ron m en tal Issues 
This  section is concerned with environmental i ssues in  general . The respondent's 
ignorance of environmental degradation i n  Dubai wi l l  require awareness programs. But i n  the 
case of consultants, they are the most related group to ident ify development and 
environmental i ssues. Therefore, it is expected to achieve real i st ic concepts concerning 
environmenta l  i ssues. There point of views about balancing between both developmental 
requirements and environmental protection is h ighly considered. The results could be 
summarized as fol l ows: 
• Around 75% of consultants' respondents stated that there i s  an environmental problem 
in Dubai . No one denied this problem, but the rest 25% fai l ed to answer th is question. 
The reason maybe because they fai l ed to clarify those environmental problems. The 
word problem confused one of them (see fig 4- 1 4) 
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• One main reason for this quest ionnaire is to identify which of the three groups are the 
most influencing on environmental control .  Are the consu ltants considered their role, or it 
shou ld be just a governmental task. That means the consultants do nothing to 
environmental protection unless it is required. Again what is the ownerslinvestors 
responsibi l ity in the overa l l  mechanism? As owners, consultant designing according to 
their desires and needs. Therefore, the consideration of environmental i ssues in 
development and designs wi l l  be based on owners' awareness. 
• What is  the role of contractor in  the process cycl e? Are they implementing consultants' 
ideas? So is there a need for environmental regulations in tenders. 
• According to this dialog, 8% of the consultants stated their responsib i l it ies and the same 
percentage gave no reply. While 33% of them considered responsibi l ity with D M  
officials .  But about 59% of  the respondents felt that it i s  dual responsibi l ity between 
governmental sector and project owners. Also, about 50% thought it is contractor task. 
• The meaning of responsib i lity was confusion to most of the respondents. The word 
responsib i l ity could have meant the cause actions from one hand, or on the other hand the 
protect actions. 
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• Final ly, the overal l  impression of the questionnaire that the consultants thought was that 
it i s  related more to either the project owners or the governmental officials. 
• C nsultants were informed about the exjsting environmental legislation. And they are 
assured that it is not a matter of debate. Th is translates how seriously Dubai Mun icipality 
is concerning the environmental i ssues. 
• Most of the consultants were already involved in the Environmental I mpact Assessment 
process. To what extent they real ly care and sensitive about the environment. Were they 
d ifferent than the other two groups? 
• 67% of the respondents had actual ly participated in  environmental activities. Only 33% 
said they had not. Th is shows di fferences than other groups. 
• The main environmental impact from most of the respondents i s  po] ] ution whether it i s  
air, noise or visual .  And some mentioned the loss of natural habitats. 
4-3-3-2 Pla n n ing and enviro n m en t  Issues 
The reason of this  part of the questionnaire i s  to understand how consultants deal ing with 
pennission requirements from DM authorities (planning and Environmental Department). To 
what extent the consultants must fol low the municipal ity requirements; ful ly, partly, or just 
on paper? Consequently what are the fee l i ngs of consultants towards these requ i rements? 
Further the questionnaire is used to understand consultants' poi nt of view about 
developmental projects impacts and what they are. Final ly  to know their opin ion concerning 
these impacts and to what extend they are positive or negative. Th is section also dealt with 
q uestions to understand the interrelationsh ips between environmental i ssues and the plann ing 
review process. This  understanding al lowed modifying futuristic steps if  it is required. In  
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addition, ho do consultants iew the planning review process? Is  it only theoretical (paper 
work) ;  contro l ,  pre ention, reduction and no practical work? The di fference between control 
and prevention is very critical . Wh i le  in control ,  the planning process gave guidance to 
en ironmental i mpacts and the regulation to be fol lowed. Prevention is to redirect the project 
design to min im ize environmental impacts. The [mdings of th is part could be analyzed as: 
• About 34% of the respondents gave no response. Whi le 25% of remain i n g  sample 
ins isted that plann ing  process is a contro l l i ng  procedure and another 25% thought it 
should J.ct as pre 'otion action. A smal l group suggested that plann ing process ·,hould 
act to reduce environmental impact and the rest 8 % mentioned that it has no role. This  
indicated the misunderstanding of planning process role on environmental protection. 
• I n  spite of the fact that Dubai M unic ipal ity i s  using Environmental I mpact Assessments 
as a tool for control and prevention, it is sti l l  not ful ly recognized by a l l  consu ltants. Only 
25% of the consul tants have al ready done an Environmental I mpact Assessment for their 
projects. 
• The q uestion IS to what extend Dubai M unicipal ity has consistent steps on 
developmental projects. And accordi ngly what d iscrepancy between plann ing process 
and environmental protection. Only 33% of the consultants stated the consideration of 
envi ronment in al l projects. About 50% mentioned that it considered i n  some projects. 
The last 1 7% stated that it was not considered at al l (see fig 4- 1 5) 
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Thi ariation resu lted from project types, the level of complexity, and the consultant 
experience and may be the lack on the reviewing process. 
• The issue of considering environmental review in the implementation phases was 
supported by 92% of the respondents' answers, while sti l l  8% of them denied thi s 
consideration. 
• With the assumption that Environmental I mpact Assessment is tak ing place in  Dubai 
developmental projects and that the consultant having act ions using it, sti l l  it is important 
to clarify what needs to improve and modify the whole system. Although the consultants 
previously stated that most actions should be either the duty of project owners or 
governmental officials, it is st i l l  from their words an understanding of the necessity to 
give suggestions on how to improve their role. 
• The majority of consultants, (92%), preferred to make a prel iminary EIA study before 
starting finalizing their designs rather than waiting for DM remarks and suggest ions on 
these designs. Thi s could minimize changes, time and cost on the design phase. This 
again verified the fact that the consultants are more environmental ly aware than owners 
and investors. 
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4-3-3-3 Futu ristic Visions 
This is the final part of the consultant questionnaire. I n  this part the recommendations and 
futuri tic isions of the consultants are very useful to both developmental process and 
environmental protection i ssues. What could be done to replace Dubai 's  rapid growth and 
development with the sustainable development actions? How a balance could be between 
both de e]opment process and environmental protection for Dubai futuristic visions? Final ly 
what environmental d iversity means on the consu ltants' perception.  The findings of this part 
could  be stated as: 
• 1 6% gave no response to th is  q uestion, whi le the remained 84% insisted the necessity to 
combine both Developmental without losing environmenta l  d iversity. 
• How do consultants analyze their Designs (ideas) and the environment resu lted. I s  it 
better with in  the last 20 years to have environment to be without any changes? A l so it is 
very critical to clarify word meanings although there are variations in  understanding 
questions but the over al l opinion of al l the respondents i s  development was and is  
essential and environmental degradation could  be min im ize by environmental impact 
assessment tool and other technologies. 
• So again 67% of the respondents agreed that development rates could  not cont inue in 
the same rates. And plann ing process should be uti l i zed to save existing natural 
habitats from being destroyed .  About 8% said noth ing wi l l  have change, and J 7% 
said compensation should  be done (see fig 4- 1 6) 
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4-4- The open-ended recommendations 
In the open-ended parts of the three quest ionnai res, most of the different respondents gave 
opinions, suggest ions and recommendat ions. Some of them were relevant to the questions 
and some were irrelevant . The main problem facing the author is  how to present these 
valuable views. A l l  the respondents gave at least 2 to 5 points for the different quest ions. 
That produced about hundreds of written paragraphs. The author then tried to identify 
common themes and classify them into useful data. 
4-5- Sum mary of this chapter 
After analyzing the fieldwork a new perception of the whole system can be defined: this i s  
the real ity, which describes the environment protection based on developmental activit ies. 
These questionnaires showed some reality, the reality which could not appear III 
administrative censuses and studies. Isolation, Ignorance, Frustration and Confusion, these 
summarize groups experience. From the open ended part of the field work, it appeared that if 
only the respondents were al lowed to express themselves, i t  would be real ized that demand 
for real environmental actions are comments on wider issues; that wherever an interpretation 
comes from it does not determine where it i s  impel led to go. "Small  facts speak to large 
issues". 
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The ariations of opin ion between the three groups are obvious. Consultants and projects 
owners care less about developmental impacts on the environment compared to the officials. 
In general they wi h to be consulted but real ize that planning and implementation is the 
responsib i l ity of the government. 
En i ronmental Impact Assessment is a practical tool for ensuring  better future, but it 
needs train ing, awareness. and mass-media as wel l  as education programs. 
To encapsulate the results of the questionnaire and with what has been expressed in the 
open-end��i d i scussion, conflict is rising. The respondents in the q uestionnaire \ e the 
environment as an obstacle to development. They want to see better l iving and economic 
conditions for themselves in  the short time, the issue of effective sustainable development 
sti l l  not clear for the d ifferent groups. A l l  of them cal l  for change. The conilict is between 
their impassions and economic real ity, the environmental conservation versus large-scale 
projects, improving environmental systems versus refusing to change, the need to change 
without being wi l l ing  to made an effort and constant experience of plans versus nothi ng 
h appens. 
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Chapter Five 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
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Chapter Five: Con clusion s a n d  Recommen dations 
5- 1 .  Conclusi.ons: 
The origin of this research l ies with the concern of the Author for sustainable 
de elopment for Dubai future. Having withstood the range of economic growth and 
development project wi l l  continue in the same rates as it 's required by Dubai Ru lers. These 
rates of economic growth and developmental project have reached the highest levels of 
j '  �rnational norms. especial ly i n  tenns of urban expansion, energy C , .sumption and 
telecommunication developments. 
The research shows that this fai l ure to achieve objectives with which there is genera] 
agreement, occurs for a number of complex and related reasons which are to be with the 
confl icts between Municipality officials, Consultants and Project OwnerslDevelopers about 
p lanning process, developmental action and environmental protect ions. The thesis 
hypothesizes that to achieve sustainable development for Dubai requires an effective 
implementation of Environmental I mpact Assessment with in  the p lanning process. Yet 
public awareness and participation is the only possible route to ensure sustainabi l ity. 
Environmental impact assessment is a tool for tackl ing out of these d i lemmas but in the 
course of the research it has been d iscovered that ' true' implementation of EIA has its own 
rules that are as m uch concerned with procedures as with end products, and as such provide a 
threat to both currently p lanning methods and development projects. 
Their important propositions arise from the theoretical and empirical studies (section one 
and two) i n  the d issertation. They are: 
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1 .  Balance between Economic G rowth and Natu ral Resou rces 
I n  order to ecure economic growth for the Dubai future, there must be a balance between 
energy consumption and natural resource depJetion. To each th is balance, there must be a set 
of tandards that promotes it. I n  addition, there must be a set of procedures for making 
e aluation studies for the effects of development and growth on the environment inclucting 
ph sical ,  social ,  and economic and perhaps to some extent pol it ical effects, wh ich somehow 
d ifficult to recti fy  negative impacts. 
The impJ icat ion is 'hat there u an appropriate procedure for ct ifferent combinations of 
standard and that these should be understood in the early stages of any project development. 
Furthermore, that whatever the procedure adopted, Environmental Impact Assessment with 
change the currently planning procedures which at their best al low for consu ltation but l ittle 
e lse. 
The i nterviews and q uestionnaires ind icated that there are lacks of understanding by 
landowners of their projects effects on the environment. I n  many other countries experience 
showed that project proponents were often reluctant to ElA studies. They considered it waste 
of time, money and obstac le to development (Ortolano and Sheppard, ] 995) (26). Actual 1y 
th is  is also the case in Dubai as real estate companies and investors always trying to avoid 
conducting  ElA on their projects. The majority of Consultants here i n  research analysis 
would  prefer an earlier EA study in  the plann ing process; th is  helps them to final ize their 
designs with m in imum changes, cost and wasting t ime. F inal ly, Dubai Mun icipal ity 
employees are also we) ]  awarded of the value of balancing environmental assessments with 
plann ing  development to ach ieve sustainable development. 
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2. Dubai En viron m ental Regu lation Versus U A E  E n vi ronmental Federal Law 
It was clear from the study that federal law for environmental protection was not being  
implemented in  Dubai Emirate. Although in Dubai there were clear procedures for 
en i ronmentaJ assessments, but it was only being  implemented on a very few industrial 
projects. The Mun icipal i ty Planning Department has the authority to support or not the 
implementation of either the DAE Environmental federal law or the Dubai Environmental 
regulation in the developmental projects. But, unfortunately the bridge between those 
guidel ines is not clear. 
Dual ity of th is problem was not faced by Dubai Emirate alone but many other emirates 
and even nations faced the same d iscrepancies. Part of the problem is pol icy context. 
A l though environmental protection is currently addressed in most of the developmental 
procedures, the E IA is sti l l  suffering form the implementation gab. A degree of pol icy 
c larification and re-exami nation can be accommodated with respect to possible alternative. 
But is shoul d  be clear that it wi l l  take time, need train ing, awareness programs and 
governmental support. 
3. U rban Pla n n i n g  Process: Environ m en ta l  Protection and Developmen t. 
The third set of proposition d iscussed in  the thesis is the need to drive pol icies for urban 
plann ing by a strategy that integrates the needs of Environmental protection and 
Development. Thi s  is fu l ly d iscussed in chapter four "the empirical study". 
But it should  al so be mentioned that the impl i cation for the experts in Environmental 
protection and development are considerable, as i n  the past they have worked in isolation, 
developing their own priorities, but now wi l l  have to lean col laboration ski l l s. 
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I f  the e sets of propositions are combined with in  the framework of en Environmental 
Impact tud , it can be seen that radical changes would have to be made to the current 
plann ing procedure. 
The theoret ical research concludes that it is not difficult to see the Environmental 
protection kept as governmental propaganda rather than real practice and research stud ies and 
wel 1 -intentioned plans  have remained on the shelves; they are d ifficult to be implemented by 
the people for whom they are i ntended. They the three groups were i nterviewed 
understandably  put very barrier i n  the way of the implementation of Enviror..mental \ 
proposals wh ich they have l ittle faith to provide them with runn ing after economic 
de elopment. 
5-2. Recommendations 
Whi le  conducting  thi s  study, wh ich started from around twenty months the rapid 
development and many mega projects exceed the faith of the author about the natural 
environment. Therefore, recommendations aris ing from this  research are immediate and 
specific relat ing to the proposed projects, more general ized nature relat ing to the whole urban 
process of Dubai, and recommendations relating to the natural environments i n  other 
emirates and the gulf region. The recommendations are d irected at particular groups of 
participants i n  the planning process' groups that have been described throughout the thesis as 
being a confl ict with each other. These are the Policy Makers (Dubai M un icipal ity 
Authorities) the Consultants (somet imes referred to as the experts) and the project owners. A 
thorough analysis of this study, inc luding a comparison between the i deal and real ElA 
process h as led to the fol lowing  recommendations: 
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1 .  Proclaim protection of the environment as a national duty and responsib i l i ty .  
Recogn ize the value of participat ion between the people and governments of the 
world to meet th is  responsibi l ity. 
2. Evaluate the current envi ronmental legis lations to e l iminate conflicts and 
inappropriate measures. Change where necessary. 
3. Prepare and publ ish pol icies for d ifferent project types and scales with the help of the 
legal, environmental and planning departments. A lso environmental i mpact 
assessment m ust be inc luded in  the evaluation pre 'ess for future developments. 
4. Prepare out l i nes brief for the d ifferent projects and how to gain  environmental  
approvals for i ts  i mplementation . 
5. Appointed qual ified environmental employees with educat ion, train ing and workshop 
programs. 
6. Set up Environmental adv isory group consisting of experts in Sociology, Economics, 
P lanning, Architecture, Archeology and Tourism. Furthermore, the ro le of non­
movement organizations (NGOs) should  be enhanced and supported. 
7. Strengthening governance wi l l  involve mob i l iz ing pub l ic support and part ic ipation to 
create a constituency for sustai ned envi ronmental i mprovement. 
8. Most of the environmental d i lemma came from the m issing of i nformation 
transparency. The need for participation of Mun icipal i ty departments is the key 
element for effective systems. 
9. Consequently, the use of technology and Geograph ical Information Systems (GIS)  
provides data transparency, sharing information and supporting ELA decision-making. 
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1 0. The planning process should mult ination, mult idiscipl i nary, and participatory to 
form ulate future strategies and ant ic ipate the effect of development that wi l l  lead to 
improvement in urban environmental qUal ity. 
l 1 . l n  a community with l ittle knowledge about Environmental Impact Assessments, the 
introduction of Strategic Environmental Assessments (SEA) wi l l  help to establ ish a 
more integrated pol icy framework deal ing with the pol icies and programs from a 
wider perspective. 
1 2. ExchaI ging environmental protection practices between the DAE di ff"rent Em i • s 
on a level, the Gulf  region i n  another level and the international experiences on th i rd 
one. International conference, meetings and inviting expert ise's'  gave an opportunity 
to such tasks. 
13.  Adopt an environmental ly friend ly  approach to all futuristic projects and avoid the 
damages of i napposite technology. 
1 4. Encourage academic studies to develop students' appreciation of the env i ronment 
values and support the col laboration between environmental protection agencies and 
school s  i n  development projects. 
5-3. Future Resea rch 
One of the questions that were raised ill the thesis  was ''Environmental Impact 
Assessment : an End or a Means"? It was suggested that to encourage Environmental 
protection merely in order to faci l itate sustainable development, was to have a l i mi ted view 
the potent ional of environmental impact assessment. This  was Environmental Impact 
Assessment as a means. On the other hand, environmental impact assessment as an end 
considered it as a way of l i fe, an end in i tsel f  and someth ing to be encourages. 
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The same question could be appl ied to Research and particularly to the kind of research 
that th is thesis has reported on and di scussed. Are the fmdings of th is research to be used as 
a means of protection Dubai natural environmental through Environmental Impact 
Assessment as a tool or is there a wider message contained in  its pages, which is a pleas for 
continuous research, as a way of hfe as an end i n  i tself? 
It would be umeal istic to th ick that the d issemination of this work cou ld change Dubai 
work pract ices and attitudes that have become part of h igh rates of developments. However, 
with effort and pressure some O f  what i s  J- .  posed local ly might be ach ieved and with the 
interest that that research has generated already, this is l ikely to happen. But for the future 
more research wi l l  be required to keep up a relentless pressure on the Authorities to take the 
considerable attention of environmental protection in Dubai futuristic development seriously 
and to al low environmental impact assessment to play a major part in  the shaping of the 
future sustainable development. 
F inal ly, from th is  study, whi le  certain questions were answered and recommendations 
already made, other questions and concerns become evident. Th is opened newly formed 
questions that cou ld be translated to further studies such as: 
• Methods and criteria to be used in  determining the min imum size project that n eeds an 
EIA;  
• Creating E IA mechanisms  to reduce time submission and permission papers work; 
• Establ ishment of a pUbl ic/community consultation process 
• Methods for integrating the E IA process into urban planning processes 
• The use of technology in environmental protection ' 
• Role of the media in  supporting the E IA process and environmental awareness in  general .  
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Appendix (1)  
Question nai res 
ENVI RO N M E NT Q U E ST I O N NAI R E  - D U BAI M U N I C I PALITY 
The purpose of this q uestionnaire is to determine how the environmenta l impact 
assessment is perceived and its role within  the u rban planning process achieving 
sustainable development. You r  assista nce in fi l l i ng out this questionnaire is 
greatly appreciated..l because you are participating in  making Dubai a better place 
to l ive and work in .  
Personal Data 
Name: 
Place of Residence: D Dubai 
Profession:  
Nationa I ity: D UAE 
1) What department do you work for? 
D Planning 
D Environment 
2) What type of projects do you review? 
D Residential 
D Industrial 
\ 
, 
\ 
D Outside 
D' GCC . D Other 
D Building 
D Health 
D Commercia l  
D M ixed-use development 
1 
Please a n swer the fol lowin g  questions to you r  best knowledge ta king into 
consideration, the m a i n  purpose of th is project. 
I )  Envi on e t a l  I ss es 
1 )  Does your department have responsibi l ity for environmental protection 
a nd review? 
D Yes D No 
If yes, please specify the responsibil ity. ____________ _ 
2) What Environmenta l  leg islation is you r  department d irected by? 
D OM Ordinance 
D UAE Legislation 
D International Laws 
3) Have you ever participated in any environmental  activity outside of work? 
D Yes D No 
If yes, please specify the activity. ______________ _ 
i I )  P l a n n i n g  a n d  the Environment 
1) What role. does the plann ing process have o n  environment protection? . , 
o Control 
D Reduction 
D No Role 
Prevention 
Review & restrictions 
Other 
2 
2) How is the environ ment taken into consideration in the planning review 
process of Oubai Municipal ity? 
D EIA required of al l  projects 
D EIA required of project over certain  lot size or activity 
D Not taken into accou nt 
3)  Is the environment taken into consideration in  the implementation of 
major project carried out by OM or others? 
D Yes D No 
4) In  your opin ion, do these projects have any impact on the environment? 
D Yes D No 
If yes, answer #5 & #6. 
5) What kind of im pact do they have? (Can be more than one) 
D Traffic congestion D Air pol lution 
D Noise pollution D Loss of natural habitat 
D Water Pollution D Other 
6) 00 you think the Consultant should have a clear role in the 
environmental  i mpact assessment? 
D Yes D No 
.I I I I) 17ne fut �e and the solutions. 
1) Is it possible to preserve environmental  d iversity while continu ing 
development? 
D Yes D No 
3 
If yes, what steps should be made? 
D Establ ish & enforce Government Regu lations and tools - i .e. EIA 
D Public Awareness 
D Experts with Consultancy field 
D Others, specify 
2) Is it possible for future generations to live i n  a better natura l  environment 
with in  the existing development trends? 
Cl Yes D No 
If no, please l ist the reasons. 
3) Is it possible for u rban development to continue whi le protecting the 
environment? 
D Yes D No 
4) What solutions do you suggest for the betterment of Dubai l iving 
environ ment? 
-- - � 
4 
E N V I RO N M E NT Q U EST I O N NAI R E  - P ROJECT OWN ERS 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to determi ne :'ow the environmenta l impact 
assessment is perceived and its role within the urban planning process achieving 
sustainable development. Your assista nce in fil l ing out th is questionnaire is 
greatly appreciated, because you are participati ng in making Dubai a better place to 
l ive and work i n .  
Personal Data 
Name: 
Com pany Name: 
Place of Residence :  o Dubai  o Outside 
Profession : 
National ity: o UAE o GCC 
1) What types of projects you do: 
o Residential 
o Commercial  
o Industrial 
o Mixed-use development 
2) Project Budget: o Under Dh. 5 Mi l l ion 
D Oh. 5 Mil l ion - 10 Mi l l ion 
o Dh.10 Mi l l ion - 20 Mil l ion 
o Above Dh. 20 Mi l l ion 
o Other 
1 
Please answer the fol lowing questions to your best knowledge takin 
consideration, the main purpose of this project. 
) e e tal Iss es 
1)  Do you bel ieve rapid development pose any environmenta l  problems? 
D Yes D No o Only Slight 
2) What authority is in-charge of environmental protection in Dubai? 
Dubai Municipal ity o Individual Property Owners 
World Organi7ations 
UAE Gov't. 
3) Is there any Environmental Legislation in Dubai?  
D Yes o No 
If yes, is it 0 Local 
o Don't know 
o Federal 
o International 0 Don't know 
4) Have you ever participated i n  any environmental activity? 
D Yes o No 
If yes, what environmental issues have you been active with? 
o Toxic dumping o General pol lution 
o Ani mal endangerment o Others (specify) 
o Habitat loss 
H) !anning and t e envil:'o ment 
1) Should the planning process have any role in environmental  protection? 
D Yes o No 
2 
2) Is environmental protection taken into consideration in  plann ing review 
development in Dubai? 
D Yes D No D Maybe 
If yes, specify. ________________________________________________ ___ 
Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) is the tool with which Agencies can 
eval uate the impacts on h uman and environment of any development. 
� ,) Do you have any previous knowledge of EIA ? 
D Yes D No 
If yes, answer #4. 
4) Have you been ever required to submit the EIA for any project? 
D Yes D No 
5) Is the environment taken into con sideration in  the implementation of 
major projects in Dubai? 
D Yes D No D Don't know 
6) Do these projects have a ny effect on the environment? 
D
yes 
D No 
If yes, what kind of impact do these projects have on the environment? 
D Animal endangerment D Resource depletion 
D Habitat loss D Pol lution 
D Hazardous waste D Others (specify) 
7) Do you th ink the Consultants should have a clear role in environmental impact 
assessment? 
3 
D Yes D No 
If yes, specify. 
D 
D 
D 
Consultant cond ucts an EIA before project submitta l to OM. 
Consultant responds to OM reviews of projects. 
Consu ltant communicates with OM Departments through the design 
phase. 
) The f bu"e a d he sol uti . ns. 
1) Is it possible to preserve environmental diversity while continuing 
development? 
D Yes D No 
2)  If  yes, what would be required to do that? 
D Conduct EIA for a l l  projects. D Make l ist of EIA requirements. 
D Conduct EIA for larg e-scale projects only. 
3) Is it possible for future generations to l ive i n  a better natural  environment? 
D Yes D No 
4) What solutions do you suggest for the betterment of Dubai  l iving environment? 
4 
ENVI RON M E NT Q U ESTI ON NAI RE - CO NSULTANTS I EtA 
CO N DUCTORS 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine how the environmental impact 
assessment is perceived and its role within  the urban planning process achieving 
sustainable deve�opment. Your assistance in filling out this Questionnaire is 
greatly appreciated, because you are participating in making Dubai a better place 
to l ive and work in .  
Personal Data 
Name: 
Company Name: 
Place of Residence: o Dubai o Outside 
Profession: 
National ity: o UAE o GCC 
1) What types of projects you do: 
o 
o 
o 
Residential 
Commercial 
Industrial 
2) Project Budget: 0 Under Dh. 5 Mil l ion 
D Dh.S Mill ion - 10 Mil l ion 
o Dh.10 Mill ion - 20 Mill ion 
D Above Dh. 20 Million 
o Other 
COI1Sldt 
COl1.d :ilJts1Ji;J4. lIctOrs 
Please answer the following questions to your best knowledge taking I"LL� 
consideration, the main purpose of this project. 
I )  Environmental Issues 
- 1) In your opinion, is there or not an environmental problem? 
D Yes D No 
If yes, please specify the nature of this problem? _______ _ 
2) Who do you feel responsible for the environmental issues in Dubai? 
(Can be more than one) 
D Investors I Developers 
D Consultants 
o Contractors 
o Government Departments 
3) Is there any Environmental Legislation requirements in Dubai at 
project submittal? 
o Yes o No 
If yes, what do you think of such requirements? 
o Constructive 
o Not effective 
o Need to be updated 
4) Have you ever participated in any environmental activity? 
D Yes o No 
2 
If yes, what environmental issues have you been active with? 
o Toxic dumping o General pollution 
o Species endangerment o Resource depletion 
o Habitat reduction o Other, specify 
I I) Planning and the Environment 
1) What role does the planning process have on environment protection? 
o Control o Prevention 
o Reduction o No Role 
2) Have you ever required to submit EIA? 
o Yes D No 
If yes, how many assessments annual ly? (Approximately) 
3) How is the environment taken into consideration in the planning review 
process of Dubai Municipality? 
o EIA required of al l  projects 
D EIA required of project over certain size or activity 
D Not taken into account 
4) Is the environment taken into consideration in the implementation of 
major projects in Dubai? 
D Yes D No 
3 
5) What impact do these developments on the environment? 
o Positive 
o Negative 
o Slightly negative 
o No effect 
6) How should the role of consultants be clarified or modified in environmental 
impact assessments? 
D 
D 
D 
Conductor of prelimi.nary EIA before design. 
Responsive to the Government requirements only after the 
project review. 
Others, specify. 
I I ) The utuie and the solutions. 
1) Is it possible to preserve environmental diversity while continuing 
development? 
D Yes D No 
If yes, what steps could be made? _____________ _ 
2) Do you expect the future generations wil l  l ive in a better natural 
environment in Dubai? 
D yes D No 
If no, please specify the reasons? ______________ _ 
4 
3) Could be a balance between development and environmental 
protection be maintained or established for Dubai Planning & 
Development? 
D Yes 
D No 
D Maybe 
4} What solutions do you suggests for the betterment of Dubai living 
enviro"ment? 
5 
Appendix (2) 
Answers Col l ec tion Sheets 
Dubai Municipality / 
SN Personal Data E nvironmenta l  Issues Planning &. Environment 
Res. National Department Pro' .  Types 1 . 1  1 .2 1 .3 ILl II.2 II.3 
D 0 U G 0 P B E H R C I M Y N DM UAE IL Y N C P R R/R NR 0 ALL 5 Not Y N 
1 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
2 * * * * * * * * * * * * 
3 * * * * * * * * * * * * 
h 
4 * * * * * * * * 
5 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
6 * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
7 * * * * * * * * * * 
8 * * * * * * * * * 
9 * * * * * * * * * 
10 '\� * * * * * * .� * * * * * 
11  * * * * * * * * * * 
12 * * * * * * * * * * 
13 * * * * * * * * * * * * 
14 * * * * * * * * :Ii * 
15 * * * * * * * * * * * * 
16 * * * * * * * * * * 
17 * * * * * * * * 
18 * * * * * * * * * * * * 
19 * * * * * * * * * * * 
20 * * * * * * * * * 
21 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * 
22 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
23 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
24 * * * * * * * * * * * 
25 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
26 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
27 
28 
29 
Remarks: 
0 Dubai P planning OM Dubai Mun. Ordinance C Control 
U UAE B building UAf UAE Legislation P Prevention 
G GCC E environment Il Internaitonal Laws R Reduction 
0 others H health RR Review & restrictions 
y Yes R residential NR No Role 
N No C commercial 
I industrial 
M mixed-use devlopment 
IIA II.S II.6 
Y N TC NP AP WP LNH Y N 
* * * * * * * 
* * * 
* * * * * � 
* * * "* 
* * * * 'iIi 
* * * � 
* * * '* 
* * * * it 
* * ... 
* * * * *' 1 - ;jf 
* * * .. 
* * it 
* * * * 1t 
* * * * 
* * * 
* * * it 
* * * '* 
* * * * iIr 
* * * * -)io 
* '* 
* 
* .or 
* * * * * -It 
* * * * * -it 
* * * '* 
* * * * Ie-
ALL EIA required al l  project 
S certain size/activity 
Not not taken into acct. 
TC Traffic congestion 
NP Noise pollution 
AP Air pollution 
\I\.'p Water pollution 
lNH Loss of natural habitat 
Future a nd Solutions 
III . la III .lb IlI.2 III. 3 IlIA'" 
Y N GR PA EC 0 Y N Y N 
* * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * 
* * * * * 
* * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * 
* * * * * * 
* * * * * * * 
* * * * 
* * * * * 
* * * * * 
-
* * * * * 
* * * " *  
* * * * * * 
* * * * * * * 
* * * * 
* * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * 
* * * * 
* * * * * 
* * * * * * * 
* * * * * * 
* * * 
* * * * * * 
* * * * * * * 
III.lb research 
GR Gov't. Relations & tools I.e. EIA 
PA public awareness 
EC experts w/consultancy field 
A if yes, specify 
. . 
--. -� 
SN. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUESTIONNAIRE -
Consultantsl EIA Conductors 
Personal Data Environmental Issues 
Res. National 
D 0 U 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Remarks: 
o Dubai 
U UAE 
G GCC 
G 0 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
R Residential 
C Commercial 
I Industrial 
Proj. Type 
R C 1 M 
* * * 
* * 
* * * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* * 
* 
* * * 
* * 
* * * 
* 
* 
Budget / Mill ion 1 .11\ 1 .2  
- .5  -10 -20 
* 
* 
* 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* * * 
* 
* 
20+ Y 
* * 
* 
* 
* 
* * 
* * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* * 
* * 
* 
* 
Y Yes 
N No 
N I/D Cslt 
* 
* * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* * 
* * 
* * * 
* * * 
* 
* 
* * 
* 
* * 
A if yes, specify 
Cntr 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
ID investors/developers 
Cslt consultants 
Cntr contractors 
Gov government 
Co constructive 
NE not effective 
Nup need to be updated 
1 .3a 
Gov Y N 
* 
* , 
* * 
* 
* * 
* 
* 
* * 
* * 
* ' ,* 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
1 .3b I .4a l .4b 
Co NE Nup Y N TD GP SE RD HR 
* * 
* * * 
* * * * 
* * * 
* * 
* * 
* 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * * 
* * * * * 
* * * * 
* * * 
* * * * 
* * * 
* * * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
TD toxic dumping 
GP general pollution 
SE species endangerment 
RD resource depletion 
HR habitat reduction 
0 others 
Plan ning &. E nvironment Future and Solutions 
11. 1 11.2 11.3 11.4 II.5 11.6 IlL 11\ III .21\ IlL 3 III.41\ 
0 C P R No Y N # All 5 Not Y N + - s- NE CBC RG� 0 Y N Y N Y N M Y N 
* * * * * 6 * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * 
* * 25 * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
* * 1 0  * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * 
* * * * 20 * - I * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * 2 * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * 
C control All EIA req'd. al l proj .  CBD conductor of prel iminary before 
P prevention S certain size/activity design 
R reduction Not not taken into acct. 
N(J no role + positive RGR responsive to the government 
# no. of assessments negative requirements only after the 
s- slightly negative project review 
NE no effect 
Appendix (3) 
Bar Charts 
Abdulrahman Mohammed AI Shared 
�NVIRO, Mt:NTA� QUfSTlONNA!RE 
Dubal M In � pahty f'Tlployees I tnvlron enta Issu 
Q t I l l  Does your Department have responsibilityfor environmental protection and review? 
70% 
60% 
50% 
40% 
30% 
20% 
10% 
0% 
58% 
YES 
Ql.estion : What Environmental Legislation is your Department directed by? 
45% 42% 
40% 
.... Dubal Mun. Ordinance 
35% 
w 30% 
<oJ UAE Legislation 25% II Intemaitonal Laws 
20% 1 6% 
1 5% 
1 0% 
5% 
0% 
42% 
No 
1 9% 
OM OM+UAE OM+IL OM+UAE+IL 
Q4�on I Have you ever partidpated in any environmentaactivity outside of work? 
80% 
70% 
60% 
50% 
40% 
31% 
30% 
20% 
10% 
0% 
YES 
69% 
No 
1 9% 
NO 
ANSWER 
Abdulr1lhman MOhammed AI Shared 
I 
Dubal Municipality Employees 
II.Planning & Environment 
.. vro ME TAL Q�ESTIO AIRE 
Question E 1 .  V\Ihat role does the pfanning process have on environment protection? 
20% 18% 18% 
16% 
14% 
12% 1 1%  
10% 8% 8% ) 
6% 
4% 
2% 
0% 
P+� C.P o C+P+o C.R C C·R/R NR P+R+R/R C+P+R P+R+O C .. P+R+R/R 
uestlonII.2: How is the environment taken into consideration in the rocess of Dubai Munici ai" ? 
60% ..... 
SO% 
'W% 
30% ,.,. 20% 
100M 
0% 
All S Not No Answer 
Questio:l ill: Is the enVironment taken Into consideration in the Implementation 
of major projectscarrled by OM or others? 
Question U4 In your oplnion,do these projects have any impact on the 
environment? 
'l!� 1+ ____ �f:J�
8
_
%
L-__ -' ____ -k�_%L-__ -. ____ �4=%1-__ -' 
96% 120% 1 100% 80% n 60% 40% 2g� +-______ -L __ � ______ -. __________ 4% ________ --, 
Yes No No Answer 
Que�tion n.s: What kind of impact do they have? (can be more than one) 
16% 
14% " 
12% 
10% 
8% 
6"10 
4% 
2% 
0% 
1 1%  
8% 8% 
15% 15% 
Question II 6 ·  Do you think the Consultant should have a clear role 
in the Environmental Impact Assessment? 
'; 1 rl 2�: + ___ �� __ L--. _____ O_% ____ -r __ �r:==J_B_% __ L--' YES NO NO Answers 
control 
prevention 
Reduction 
Review & restrictions 
No Role 
EIA required all project 
certain size/activity 
YES 
B% 
No 
B% 
not taken into acct. 
� Traffic congestion 
Noise pollution 
Air pollution 
Water poUution 
Loss of natural habitat 
Others 
1 1% 
Dubal 1urfc'pality fmp,oyees 
m Future and Solutior.:. 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUESTION NAIRE 
Qu ,bo:"! HI la Is it possible to preserve environmental diversity while continuing development 
1 50% 
96% 
1 00% r---
50% 
0% 
YES 
QUE'Stion m Ib If yes, what steps should be made? 
50% 
40% 
30% 
20% 
1 0% 
1 9% 
0% +-�--�-,--��--.-�--�-.--��--.--
4% 
No 
39% 
GR GR+PA GR+PA+EC+O 
Is it possible for future generations to live in a better 
natural environment within the existing development trends? 
1 00% 88% 
80% .....--
60% 
40% 
20% 1 2% 
0% L:] 
Yes No 
Gov't. Relabons & tools I.e. EIA 
Public Awareness 
Experts W/Consultancy field 
If yes, specify 
Question 1 1 1 .3 Is it possible for urban development to continue whi/e protecting the environment? 
1 20% 
1 00% 
80% 
60% 
40% 
96% 
r---
20% 4% 
00/0 +-__________ J-__ � __________ _,----------�-=�----------__. 
YES NO 
E NVI RONMENTAL QU ESTION NAIRE 
Pl oject Owners 
Question 1 1 ' 00  you believe rapid development 
pose any environmental problem? 
1 20% 
1:� j 60% 
40% 
100% 
r-
0% 20% I 0% �--��---.----------, 
Yes No 
(\ .. � o� �" Is there any Environmental 
Legislation in Dubai? Yes or Not 
�� l 67% 60% 50% 
40% 
30% 22% 
20% 
1 0% 
0% 
Yes No dk 
Q esf "  - I'il Have you ever participated in any 
environmental activity? Yes or No 
1 00% 89% 
80% 
60% 
40% 
20% 0% 
0% 
Yes No dk 
l . Environ mental Issues 
Oupstlo"1I2' What Authority is i n-charge of environmental 
protection in Dubai? 
80% 
67% 
70% 
60% 
50% 
40% 
30% 
20% 1 1 %  1 1 %  
1 0% 
0% 
1 1 %  
OM DM+UAE OM+INO OM+UAE+INO 
QLiestion '3b Is there any Environmental Legislation in Dubai? 
If Yes, is it: L,F,I or dk? 
50% 44% 
40% 
30% 
20% 
1 0% 
0% 
L 
Y 
N 
S 
dk 
UAE 
IND 
DM 
WO 
TO 
Ani 
HL 
p 
44% 
0% 0% 
F 
Yes 
No 
slight 
don't know 
UAE Gov't. 
dk NA 
Individual Property Owners 
Dubai Municipillity 
World Organization 
toxic dumptng 
animal endangerment 
habitat loss 
general pollution 
E NVIRONMENTAL QUESTION NAIRE -
prn ·=-I- 0 tn,=r� II .Planning � Fn ironment. 
Question I '  Should the planning process have any 
role in environmental protection7 
-- -- --------, 
100% 89% 
50% ' 
Yes 
-
0% 
No 
1 1 %  
C"l 
dk 
Question II3 Do you have any previous knowledge 
of EIA? 
80% 67% 
60% r. 
40%
1 
22% 1 1 %  20% n �� 0% 11 
Yes No NA 
Ques ion ' 5 Is the environment taken into consideration 
in the i mplementation of major projects in Dubai? 
56% 
� +j�[]� __ ��E1�
%
���[]_O�
�
� 
Yes No NA 
� .stio r.b If yes, what kind of impact do these 
projects have on the environment? 
50% 1 
40% 
1 30% 
20% 
1 0% 
44% 
O% +-�L-�����L,���� 
AE+RD+O HL+Pol HW+Pol 
animal endangerment 
habitat loss 
" hazardous waste 
r resource depletion 
pollution 
consultants conduct EIA before 
project submittal to DM 
POI 
consultant respondsto DMreview of projects 
NA 
Is environmental protection taken into 
consideration in planning review and development In Dubai? 
:: l 44% D 34% 20% 1 1 %  D 1 1 % 0% I r::!I D 
Yes No M NA 
Question lIit Have you been ever required to 
submit the EIA for any project? '3 1 n89% 
2
�� � +_�r=1�
1 1
_0�L-_.-__ 
O
_O_
� 
__ '-_�L-�_� 
Yes No NA 
Question 'I6a: Do these projects have any effect on 
the environment? 
80% 67% 
60% 
40% 22% 
20% 
0% 
Yes No NA 
Questiof1 1I7a Do you think the Consultants should have a 
clear role in environmental impact assessment' 
60% 
40% 
20% 
' �� ] n'9% 
0% 
1 1 %  
0% + _  � ____ 4- ,-_______ ,-_�c:J_�--. 
Yes No NA 
Question II7b If yes, specify, 
44% 44% 
O% +--�-�--.---���--.---�--�--, 
CBP+RRP+Com Com NA 
consultant communicates withDM Depts.through the design phase 
E NVIRO N M E NTAL QUESTION NAIRE -
Project Owners 
Q II Is It possible to preserve environmental 
diversity while continuing development? 
100% 1 89% 
90% -
80% 
70% j 
60% 
50% 
4O% � 
30% ' 
20% i 1 0% 0% 
0% 
Yes No 
Ill.  Future and Solutions 
A, _L conduct ElA for all projects 
LSO large scale-projects only 
1 1 % list make list of EIA requirements 
n 
NA 
Question III 2 ; If yes, what would be rquired to do that? 
40% 34% 
35% 
30% 
25% 
20% 
15% 
10% 
5% 
0% 
All LSO 
Q-Ies on ·II3 Is it possible for future generations 
to live In a better natural environment? 
1 00% 89% 
r---
80% 
60% 
40% 
20% 1 1% 
0% D 0% 
Yes No NA 
List 
22% 
AII+List AII+List+LSO NA 
Question III"! What solutions do you suggest for the 
betterment of Dubai living environment? 
100% 89% 
90% r-
80% 
70% 
60% 
50% 
40% 
30% 
20% 1 1 %  
10% 0% D 0% 
Yes No NA 
Abdulrahman Mohammed Al Sharid 
E NVI RO N M E r  fAL QUE-STIOfl I'AIRE 
Consultants IEIAconductors 
LEnvironmental Issues 
Question 1 1 :  In your opinion,is there or not an 
environmental problem? 
Quest.on 13a Is there any Environmental legislation requirement 
in Dubai at project submittal? 
75% 
80% 
40% 25% 
60% 1 n I 2g� +-_� __  --r-_O_%_----,-_--LD-.l_--, 
Yes No NA 
92% 
'�: 1-t-- J--D ____ --.-_-L:.!e.=% _----, 
Yes No 
Question: 12: Who do you feel responsible for the environmental issues in Dubai? 
20% 1 7% 17% 1 7% 1 7% 
1 5% 
1 0% 8% 8% 8% 
5% 
0% 
� � .s 0''' cl' ,.?0 � 0'" .f ? of'"'" cyJ' ff 
Question 13b: If yes,what do you think of such requirement? 
40% 33% 
60% 1 
2�: D 
co 
0% 
NE 
42% 
D 25% o 
Nup NA 
i? 0''' ,IY �" �x 
Q lestlor �. '" Have you ever partidpated in 
any environ menta activity? 
80% 
60% 
40% 
20% 
67% 
33% 
0% +----'---"-----r-------'-' 
Yes No 
Question 14b: If yes, what environmental issues have you been active with? 
50% 42% 
40% 
30% 
20% 1 7% 
1 0% 
0% 
0% 
TD+GP GP+O SE RD GP GP+SE+HR NA 
Ie investors/developers c- govemment t- habitat reduction , species endangerment 
r - • consu ltants C constructive C others resource depletion 
- not effective need to be updated I toxic dumping 
c,,- contractors NA. No Answer ( general pollution 
E NVIRON MENTAL QUESTION NAIRE 
Consu J . " �'-+�rs 
Question I I I .  What role does the planning 
process have on enVironment protection? 
II. Plannin!., � � lviror 
" le',t 0'1 ., Have you ever required to submit EIA? 
If yes ,how many assessments annually? 
------------------------� 
40% 
35% 
30% 
25% 
1 20% 
1 5% 
1 0% 
5% 
0% 
25% 
C p 
34% 
R No GAR 
35% 
30% 
25% 
20% 
1 5% 
10% 
5% 
1 7% 
33% 
25% 
17% 
O% +-�_L_.��L-,_�-L_.�--L-� 
Y N Y+# N+# NA 
QuestJor II:? How is the environment taken into consideratio in 
the planning review process of Oubai Municipality? 
Question II'+ Is the environment taken into 
considerationin the implementation of major projects 
in Oubai? 
:: j 40% 30% 
20% j 
1 0% 
0% 
33% 
ALL 
50% 
S Not 
1 00% 92% 
80% 
60% 
40% 
20% 8% 
0% 
Y N 
vest 0 �I5 What Impact do these developments ()u stJor T 6 How should the role of consultants be clarified 
on the environment? or Environmental Impact Assessment? 
80% 67% 
60% 
40% 
20% 
0% 
0% 
+ S-
TO toxic dumping 
GP general pollution 
SE species endangerment 
RD resource depletion 
HR habitat reduction 
0 others 
C control 
p prevention 
R reduction 
"Jo no role 
# no. of assessments 
25% 
NA 
100% 84% 
80% 
60% 
40% 
20% 
0% 
CBO 
All EIA req'd. all proj. 
8% 
RGR 
5 certain size/activity 
Not not taken into acct. 
+ positive 
negative 
s- slightly negative 
NE no effect 
CBO conductor of preli minary 
before design 
0% 
8% 
0 CBO+RGR 
RGR responsive to the govemmentrequirements only after 
theproject review 
Abdulrahman Mohammed Al Sharid 
E VT ,) .' ENTAL QU ESTION NAIRE 
Consultants /EIAconductors 
III . Future and Solutions.  
QuestIon III .  Is it  possible to preserve environ menta diversity while continu ing developmt 
1 00% 1 
80% l 
60% 
40% 
84% 
1 6% 
0% 20% 1 
0% ______ ��-L ________ ,_------------------._------�---L------_. 
Yes No No Answer 
Question 1112 Do you expect the future generations wil l  live in a better natural environment in Dubai? 
1 20% 1 00% 
1 00% 
80% 
60% 
40% 
20% 0% 
0% 
Yes No 
.... 
.--'- � --: . Could be a balance between developmentand environmental protection be maintained ( 
established for Dubai Planning and Development? 
80% 
70% 67% 
60% 
50% 
40% 
30% 
20% 1 7% 
8% 8% 1 0% 
0% 
Yes No May be No Answer 
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